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Macrodocuments (treatises, histories, collections of essays, etc., the sort of things that cataloguers call
‘monographs’ as against periodicals, i.e., things that can be ‘marked and parked’ on the shelves as indivi- dual
‘books’), whether by Ley alone or by him and other author(s), are shown (if U A H holds a copy) by a bold
exclamation-mark in the left margin; if U A H does not hold a copy and no copy is available for exa- mination,
the marginal signal is a bold question-mark in the left margin; if U A H does not hold a copy but a copy has
been found to examine, the marginal signal is a bold asterisk in the left margin. (U A H hold- ings of certain
hard-to-find periodicals, notably Die Rakete and its successors, are shown by a small bold exclamation-mark in
the left margin. Where a microdocument has not been examined and its existence is known simply from
mention in another microdocument rather than in a more-or-less reliable secondary source, its uncertain status
is shown by a small bold question-mark in the left margin.)
Macrodocuments not solely by Ley but containing more than one microdocument by him are filed by their
macrodocument-titles, whereas a microdocument by Ley in its original publication (commonly as an article in a
periodical) is filed by its microdocument-title but does not receive the marginal sign of ownership/availability.
Macrodocuments by someone other than Ley, but which include a single microdocument by him, are filed by
the title of the Ley-microdocument, not by that of the including macrodocument. Ownership of such
microdocuments by U A H can usually be deduced from the completeness of the bibliographical information,
since most secondary sources (from which bibliographical information about works not owned by U A H
would be gathered) are all-too-commonly incomplete in some regard.
A microdocument with such a title as ‘Introduction’, ‘Foreword’, and the like, or where Ley’s literary
contribution to the macrodocument is in an editing or translating capacity, is filed on the title of its in- cluding
macrodocument, with references from the included microdocument-title(s). To make filing loca- tion
absolutely clear, the initial filing letter of each macrodocument-title is given in bold type.
A microdocument is normally listed only under its original language, i.e., not under both the original and
the translated form. The normal form of an entry for a translated microdocument is thus Title. Lan- guage
translated into, at least for the work’s original appearance in such a macrodocument as a periodical; but if a
microdocument is translated (either from English to German or vice versa) and published without explicit
mention of the original title-form (from which can be appended either English or German), that translated
form may be given, with the addition of ‘begins...’ and sometimes also ‘ends...’, which can even- tually form the
comparative basis for a decision as to the original. (Fortunately, such indecision as to title is seldom
encountered in regard to macrodocuments.)
If a cased macrodocument (a‘book’ -- or even a paperback) has been examined, its description inclu- des
pagination, height, color of boards and of lettering, and whether issued in dust-wrappers; otherwise, paperback,
brochure, or paper cover is indicated. Series is stated, when known.
Literary detail is normally not restated for editions other than first, nor for translations of a work al- ready
described, but physical description (since it varies from item to item) is restated (if the item has been available
for examination). Reliance is placed on secondary sources only if the item has not been exam- ined. (Two of
the most important secondary sources, Huebner and Ciancone, are shown with the bold num- bers by which
they list each macrodocument.) Some of the secondary sources, unfortunately, do not give complete
bibliographical information (e.g., in showing dates of publication but not volume; in giving initi- al pagination
only, rather than initial + terminal).
Where the original publication-macrodocument (in most cases a
periodical) are not available for examination, reliance upon such secondary sources results in incomplete
information here -- but such original periodicals are often hard to obtain.
There are microdocuments which share almost-identical titles, and there are others which, in the absence of
such shared titles, may indeed be the same literary entity. Wherever such confusions can be resolved, I do so,
but I have no doubt that many remain unresolved (in many cases, probably, unnoticed). Readers of this list are

requested to be of assistance to its compiler by either pointing such anomalies out, or (a fortiori) by
communicating their resolution(s) to me. Further, there are cases (with both micro- and macrodocuments)
where information not known can be tolerated even less than periodical-volume- or ter- minal-page
information: in such cases there will occur either a bold ‘?’ or a block of vertical strokes (||||||); it can be
hoped that information will be encountered that will allow for the filling of such lacunae.
Periodical-article data is given, for periodicals imprecisely dated/volumniated: 5:3, i.e., volume and page; for
periodicals with both volumes and numbers: 5/4, i.e., volume and number. Dates are given in parentheses in
the order: (1929.x.30), i.e., year . month . day (often, of course, with only year and month shown, sometimes
only year). Periodical titles are given in their more-or-less full form except for Galaxy science fiction magazine
(so frequent and so long), which is listed instead as merely Gal.
Lectures and announcements of newspaper articles, if not subsequently published (or at least not avail- able
for examination), are listed within “<...>”; information given includes the title of the lecture (some- times less
than reliably accurate, coming as it does from an ad, typically in a newspaper [prone as these are to being
bibliographically accurate only to the extent that their copy-writers and editors see as enticing to the public]),
the occasion(s) in chron- ological order, and typically the cautionary note“<not published?>”.

?

“The abominable snowmen” [Salamanders...]; [Exotic zoology...]
<“About missiles” [Albany (Ga.) Sunday Herald] announced to be published [“ ‘Aboutmissiles’ : Willy
Ley tells inside story in Sunday Herald” [Albany (Ga.) Herald 1958.i.17]]>
“For your information : The accident that didn’t happen” [Gal. 18/1(1959.x) 73-79]; [For your
information..., “Collector’s miscellany”]

! (=Adventures in space):
<review: [Library journal (1958.iii.15)]>
<review by Dorothy Schumacher [Library journal 1958.v.15]>

! 1) Man-made satellites

illus. by John Polgreen (Poughkeepsie: Guild, 1957) 43[1]pp.,28cm.
illus. boards Ciancone 141
<ad on Sugar jets boxes (?)>
<review: [Publishers weekly (1958.ii.10)]>
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 17/7
(1960.i.-ii.) 229 (item 1607)]>
“ “ (Poughkeepsie: Guild, 1958) 2d printing at top of spine: GP1

! 2) Space pilots

illus. by John Polgreen (Poughkeepsie: Guild, 1957) 44[1]pp.,28cm. illus.
boards at top of spine: GP2 Ciancone 142
<review: [Booklist (Chicago) (1958.iv.15)]>

! 3) Space stations

illus. by John Polgreen (Poughkeepsie: Guild, 1958) 43pp.,28cm. illus.
at top of spine: GP3
<review: “Children’s best sellers” [New York Times 1958.v.8]>
<review: [Booklist (Chicago) (1958.vi.15)]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 17/7
(1960.i.-ii.) 229 (item 1608)]>

boards

! 4) Space travel

illus. by John Polgreen (Poughkeepsie: Guild, 1958) 44pp.,28cm. illus. boards
at top of spine: GP4
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 17/7
(1960.i.-ii.) 228 (item 1539)]>
? “ “ French. Voyages dans l’espace ( |||||| : Editions des Deux Coqs d’Or, 1956) ||||||
“African rhapsody” [The lungfish... rev. ed., 1948]; [Exotic zoology...]
“Africa’s mysterious mammal” [Gal. 22(1951.v) 76-82]
“The air on the moon” [Gal.(1960.x)]; [Science digest 38(1960.xi) 33-35]
“All about orbits” [Space world 1/1(1960.v) 12-13]

!

“All about meteors” [Space world 1/10(1961.ix) 25-27, 52-53]
“Alliages `a tr`es bas point de fusion” [La Nature 65/pt.1(1937.iv.1) 294-295]
“The almost unknown wild horse” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]

! “Notes” on slipcase of America’s men in space : the story of Project Mercury

narration
by John H. “Shorty” Powers and Fred Hanney... (New York: CMS Records (Vox Productions), 1962[?]) one LP disc, 2sides, in illus. slipcase
Alan Shepard, Freedom 7
Virgil Grissom, Liberty Bell 7
John Glenn, jr., Friendship 7
Scott Carpenter, Aurora 7
Walter M. Schirra, jr., Sigma 7
L. Gordon Cooper, Faith 7

!

“America’s secret weapon?” [Other worlds 4/1 (1951.ix) ||||||]
“For your information : ancestor of the dinosaurs” [Gal. 5/6(1953.iii) 68-72]
“The ancient puzzle of amber” [Fate 13/2(1960.ii) 62-69] <begins The German name... ends
...to answer why.>
“ ‘...And dragons living in caves’ ” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]
“Animal fables” [Natural history 45/2(1940.ii)84-87, 122-123]
“For your information : The animal in the footnotes” [Gal. 12/6(1956.x) 66-72]
“Un animal inconnu dans les Alpes” [La Nature 66/pt.1(1938.vii.1) 366-367]
“Animal life and climate in northern Europe during the Pleistocene period” [Exotic zoology...]
“Animals that use tools” <excerpt from Salamanders...> [Science digest 38(1955.xi) 29-34]
“For your information : The annexation of Patagonia” [Gal. 19/4(1961.iv) 79-80]
“ “ : Another look at Atlantis” [Gal. 25/5(1967.vi) 74-84]; [Another look at Atlantis...]

! Another look at Atlantis and fifteen other essays <“a selection from columns [in Galaxy

*

science fiction magazine]”> illus. (Garden City: Doubleday, 1958) 229pp.,22cm. dark
grey boards, light grey spine, green/blue lettering
<review: Gal. [(1969.viii)]>
“Another look at Atlantis”
“The wreck of La Lutine”
“The great pyramid, the golden section and Pi”
“Who invented the crossbow?”
“Dead or alive?”
“A century of new animals”
“Largest of their kind”
“A pangolin is a pangolin”
“Hunting the dodo / other islands, other dodos”
“The last of the moas”
“Let’s build an extraterrestrial”
“The laws of utter chaos”
“The sound of the meteors”
“Who’ll own the planets”
“Death of the sun”
“The re-designed solar system”
“ “ illus. (Garden City: Doubleday, 1969) viii,229pp.,22cm. |||||| (LC cat.: [1st ed.])
“ “ illus. (New York: Bell, 1969) viii[1]229pp.,21cm. dark blue boards, gold lettering d-w
“ “ illus. (New York: Ace, 1969) 222[2]pp.,18cm. paperback
“For your information : Anti-matter and anti-gravity” [Gal. 16/6(1958.x) 59-61]
“ “ : Antikhthon” [Gal. 6/3(1953.vi) 73-74]
“ “ : Any questions”

[Gal. 3/6(1952.iii) 63]
[Gal. 4/1(1952.iv) 88]
[Gal. 4/2(1952.v) 105-106]
[Gal. 4/3(1952.vi) 104-107] [Gal. 4/4(1952.vii) 83-84] [Gal. 4/5(1952.viii) 57-59]
[Gal. 4/6(1952.ix) 96-99] [Gal. 5/1(1952.x) 90-93] [Gal. 5/2(1952.xi) 108-110]
[Gal. 5/3(1952.xii) 102-105] [Gal. 5/4(1953.i) 79-80]
[Gal. 5/5(1953.ii) 71-72]
[Gal. 5/6(1953.iii) 73-76] [Gal. 6/1(1953.iv) 58-63] [Gal. 6/2(1953.v) 91-93]
[Gal. 6/3(1953.vi) 74-75] [Gal. 6/4(1953.vii) 82-83] [Gal. 6/5(1953.viii) 76-78]
[Gal. 6/6(1953.ix) 69-72] [Gal. 7/1(1953.x) 86-89] [Gal. 7/2(1953.xi) 41-43]
[Gal. 7/3(1953.xii) 55-57] [Gal. 7/5-A<i.e., 7/5>(1954.ii) 78-81]
[Gal. 7/6(1954.iii) 72-74] [Gal. 8/1(1954.iv) 77-79] [Gal. 8/2(1954.v) 101-104]
[Gal. 8/4(1954.vi) 56-57] [Gal. 8/5(1954.vii) 51-52] [Gal. 8/6(1954.ix) 70-71]
[Gal. 9/2(1954.xi) 78-81] [Gal. 9/3(1954.xii) 51-55] [Gal. 9/5(1955.ii) 79-83]
[Gal. 10/1(1955.iv) 58-61][Gal. 10/3(1955.vi) 103] [Gal. 10/4(1955.vii) 78-80]
[Gal. 11/2(1955.xi) 66-68][Gal. 17/5(1959.v) 100-109] [Gal. 17/6(1959.viii) 70-72]
[Gal. 18/3(1960.ii) 109-112] [Gal. 18/4(1960.iv) 104-109] [Gal. 18/5(1960.v) 88-91]
[Gal. 19/3(1961.ii) 78-84] [Gal. 19/4(1961.iv) 82-84][Gal. 19/5(1961.vi) 48-[51]]
[Gal. 19/6(1961.viii) 137-141]
[Gal. 20/3(1962.ii) 65-66]
[Gal. 20/4(1962.iv) 84-87]<see “Questions and answers”>
[Gal. 22/1(1963.xii) 95-99] [Gal. 22/3(1964.ii) 84-88] [Gal. 22/5(1964.vi) 122-128]

?

“ “ : Anyone else for space?” [Gal. 22/5(1964.vi) 110-122]
“The Apollo 7 and the moon 1968” [Information please almanac 1969]
“For your information : Are we going to build a space station?” [Gal. 21/2(1962.xii) 125-135]
“ “ : The area of ‘accessible space’ ” [Gal. 23/1(1964.x) 70-[80]]
“As dead as the dodo” [Science digest 24(1948.xii) 21-24]; [The lungfish...]
<“Assignment: space” <series of articles announced to appear inChicago Sun-Times, Houston Post, Los Angeles
Times... not published?> [Chicago Sun-Times (??)]>
“For your information : Asteroid roundup” [Gal. 9/2(1954.xi) 70-77]
<“Asteroids and comets” [announced to be published in Minneapolis [morning] Tribune 4/9]>
“Astro-calendar” [Space world 2/2(1962.i) 33-34 <see also “The complete astro-calendar”>]
“Astronautics” [Illustrated library of natural history]
“For your information : Astronautics international” [Gal. 26/2(1967.xii) 110-119]
“ “ : Astronautics international” <a follow-up piece> [Gal. 129<read ‘29’>/1(1969.ix) 106-107, 158]
“Astronomy and calendar” [Information please almanac 1962, 1963]
“At the perihelion” <by Robert Willey, pseud.> [Astounding science fiction (1937.ii)41]
<called a “great science fiction novel” by F. Orlin Tremaine; cf. last entry (obituary)>
“ “ : The Atlantic missile range” [Gal. 17/4(1959.iv) 69-83]
“Fantastic hoaxes : Atlantis hoax of Dr. Schliemann” [Fantastic adventures (1940.viii) 46]
“Atlantropa : the improved continent” [Marvel science stories (1939.ii) 99]
“Attack on the third dimension” [Sky and telescope 12/3(1953) 58]; [Attack...]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 13/
2(1954.iii.) 113 (item 46)]>

! “Attack on the third dimension” [pp.117-118 in Thornton Page / Lou Williams
Page, edd. Wanderers in the sky : the motion of planets and space probes d-w title:
“Attacking...”> illus. (New York: Macmillan / London: Collier-Macmillan,
1965) xiv,338pp.,24cm. dark grey boards, silver lettering d-w
“ ‘The attic of the planet’ ” [Exotic zoology...]
“For your information : The Australian shoe size puzzle” [Gal. 17/5(1959.v) 108-109 ]
“ “ : Back to dinosaurs” [Gal. 15/5(1958.iii) 82-85]

! Ballistics

illus. (Garden City: Nelson Doubleday, 1961) 64pp.,21cm. (=Doubleday
science service) paperback

“Fantastic hoaxes : The balloon hoax” [Fantastic adventures (1940.iii) 28]

“The basilisk and Jenny Haniver” [The lungfish...] <also published under title “Jenny Haniver and
the basilisk”>
“ German. “Basilisk und Jenny Haniver” [Natur und Volk 69/2 (||||||) 55-61]

? “Introduction” [pp.||||||] in Jack London, Before Adam illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher epilogue by Loren Eiseley (New York: Macmillan, 1962) ||||||
“For your information : The best size for an artificial satellite” [Gal. 17/5(1959.v) 105-108]
“ “ : Between us and space travel” [Gal. 13/4(1957.ii) 100-103]

! Beyond the solar system

paintings by Chesley Bonestell, text by Willy Ley, foreword by
Wernher von Braun (New York: Viking, 1964) xix,108pp.,27cm. black quarter leatherette, blue boards, gold lettering
<review: [Space world A-14(1964.xii) 47]>
“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1964) blue boards, gold lettering d-w

* Earl Oliver Hurst, The big book of space, scientific detail approved by Willy Ley
(New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1953) (=Big treasure books) unpaged,34cm. illus.
boards

Ciancone 100

“Biggest animals, past and present” [Science digest 36(1954.ix) 19-24]
“The biggest blast of them all” [Science digest 29(1951.iv) 37-42]
“For your information : The biggest guns” [Gal. 20/2(1961.xii) 87-89]
“A bird known as Takahe” [Dragons in amber...]
“The bird that fades in the rain” [Science digest 24(1948.x) 58-60]
“The bird that isn’t colorfast” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 10/2(1948.vi) 56-57]
“The birth of a superstition” [Astounding science fiction (1942.v) 98]
“For your information : The birth of the space station” ([I]) [Gal. 6/1(1953.iv) 52-58]
“ “ : “ “ (II) [Gal. 6/2(1953.v) 84-90]
“ “ : The bite of the shrew” [Gal. 11/3(1956.i) 49-51]
“Bombing is a fine art” [Astounding science fiction (1942.viii) 75]

! Bombs and bombing

illus. (New York: Modern Age, 1941) [iv],124pp.,21cm. blue
boards, red lettering d-w
“Bombs are deadlier than gas” [Science digest 11(1942.i)10-14]

? (?) [in Book of popular science |||||| (New York: Grolier, 1957) ||||||]
“Books in review” [Natural history 77(1968.xii) 71-72 +]
“The borderlines of zoology” [The lungfish... (London/New York: Hutchinson’s...)]; [rev. ed.,
1948] [also publ. as “The frontiers of zoology”]

! The borders of mathematics

illus. by the author (New York: Pyramid, 1967) (=The
worlds of science, WS/22, Mathematics) 159pp.,18cm. paperback

“A botanical invasion” [Astounding science fiction (1940.ii) 91]
“The ‘brickwall’ in the sky [Astounding science fiction 42/2(1948.xi) 78-99]
“For your information : Bringing the moon down to earth” [Gal. 18/6(1960.viii) 64-71]
“ “ : Brownian motion, Loschmidt’s number and the laws of utter chaos” [Gal. 24/5(1966.vi) 94106] <begins Telegraph, telephone... ends ...‘gas’ means ‘chaos’!; see also “And the
laws of utter chaos” and “The laws of utter chaos”>
“The bumblebee bugler” [Gal. 5/2(1952.xi) 105-107]

! “Introduction” [p.[v] in Jack Coggins and Fletcher Pratt, By space ship to the
moon illus. (New York: Random, 1952)] [v],56,[2]pp. 29cm. illus. boards

plastic

shrinkwrap
“For your information : Calendar trouble” [Gal. 9/4(1955.i) 68-79]
“For your information : California incidental intelligence” [Gal. 6/6(1953.ix) 65-68]
“Calling all Martians” [Thrilling wonder stories (1940.xi) 34]
“Can Russia get her rivers in orbit?” [Consulting engineer 17/3(1961.ix) 111-117]
“ “ : Carbon-14 and the ice age” [Gal. 4/1(1952.iv) 81-85]
“The case of the cahow” [Salamanders...]
“For your information : The case of the lying stones” [Gal. 8/1(1954.iv) 71-75]
“ “ : Cause of the ice age” [Gal. 5/3(1952.xii) 97-102] <followed by 2 further articles entitled
“The ice age” (II) & (III); this could, therefore, be reasonably called “The ice age” (I)>
“Cave salamanders and high politics” [Salamanders...]
“For your information : A century of fossil man” [Gal. 22/6(1964.viii) 81-91]; [For your information..]
“ “ : The center of the galaxy” [Gal. 25/4(1067.iv) 63]
“ “ : A century of new animals” [Gal. 15/4(1958.i) 47-59]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“A century of platypus” [Frontiers]; [The lungfish...]
<“The challenge of the future to youth” <lecture for Milwaukee Public Library (1957.xii.16)>> <not
published?>

“The Channel tunnel” [Startling stories (1950/xi) 135]
“Channel tunnel may change history” [Science digest 16(1944.ix)61-65]
“Charting highways to the stars” [Travel 83(1944.viii)4-9 +]
“Le cimeti`ere des ichthyosaures de Holzmaden” [La Nature 66/pt.2(1938.x.15) 172-175]
“For your information : Closeup of Mars” [Gal. 8/4(1954.vii) 49-54]
“Cold war in space” [Popular science 189/2(1966.viii) 41-45, 170]
“Collector’s miscellany: The secrets of Enoch” [For your information...]
“ “ : The original inventor of recording tape” [For your information...]
“ “ : The accident that didn’t happen” [For your information...]
“ “ : The mystery plant from Kyrene” [For your information...]
“Collision course” [Gal. (1969.iii)]
“Comets” [Astounding science fiction 49/5(1952.vii) 83-105]
<“The coming age of space travel” <not published?>[Central United Church, Paramus (N.J.) Science
in the world of tomorrow (?? <but later than Disney’s ‘Tomorrowland’, i.e. 1959>)]>

? Martin Greenberg, ed. Coming attractions ||||||
“Geography for time travelers” ||||||
“A letter to the Martians” ||||||
“Space war” ||||||
<review: [Gal. 14/5(1957.ix) 106-107]>
“For your information : The coming of the robots” [Gal. 13/6(1957.iv) 49-58]
“Communication satellites” [Space world 2/6(1962.v) 11-14 <in the series “Spaceways : a newsletter...”>]
“Communication with other worlds” [pp.[68]-73 in The mystery of other world revealed]
“The complete astro-calendar” [Space world 1/9(1961.viii) 35-[38] <in the series “Spaceways : a
newsletter...” see also “Astro-calendar”> <further articles with the same titlemay be by W.L.>]

! The complete book of outer space

[by Willy Ley and others lacks t-p] illus. (New York:
Maco Magazine Corporation, 1953) 144pp.,25cm. yellow boards, red lettering d-w
Ciancone 147 <some secondary sources give publisher as “Gnome”>
“Development of the space ship” pp.4-15

“Life beyond the earth” pp.84-91
<review: [Gal. 8/2(1954.v) 131]>
! “ “ (New York: Maco Magazine Corporation, 1953) 144pp.,24cm. illus. brochure
? “ “ The complete book of satellites and outer space [by Wernher von Braun, Willy Ley, and
Heinz Haber] (New York: Maco Magazine Corporation, 1957)
“Congo dragon” [Animal life 1/1(1953.xi) 14,48,50-51]
<“The challenge of outer space” <lecture for [Zero 1960, Blue Army of Our Lady of Fatima ([1960?].
.ii.28)]> <not published?>>
<“The conquest of nearby space” <lecture for [University Club, New York City (1957.ii.9)]; [American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Cleveland (O.) (1957.
.iv.16)]; [RESA (Sigma Chi), New Kensington (Pa.) (1957.v.6)]; [American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Susquehanna (Pa.) Section (1957.x.25)]; [IRE, dayton (O.) (1957.
.xi.7)]; [Queens Borough Public Library, I.G.Y. program series (later than 1957.xii)]> <not
published?>

<“The conquest of outer space : what do the I.G.Y. and the earth satellite mean to you?” <lecture for
[Industrial Management Club of Bergen Co. (N.J.) [scheduled for (1957.xi.19) but delayed till
(1958.ii.18)]]>> <identical(?) to “Rockets during the IGY”> <not published?>

! The conquest of space

paintings by Chesley Bonestell, text by Willy Ley (New York:
Viking, c1949) 160pp.,28cm. boards: dark blue cloth, silver lettering d-w Ciancone 138a
<listed in ad: [Astounding science fiction 45/3(1950.v) 159]>
<exhibit: [R R S news [Reaction Research Society] no.56(1951.xi) 1]
<review: [Gal. (1954.v)]>
<review: [San Diego (Cal.) Union (1957.x.27)]>
<mention: John W. Beckler “Picasso of outer space paints planets’ portraits” [Lancaster !
(Pa.) Sunday news 1957.xii.29]> <identical article (“Space artist : Altadenen paints planets !
and makes astronomy pay” [Riverside (Cal.) Press 1958.i.5] / “He populates space with wierd
!

devices” [Battle Creek (Mich.) Enquirer-News 1958.i.12] / “Bonestell’s brush exposes outer space”
[Asbury Park (N.J.) Press 1958.iv.6])>
<review by R. S. Richardson [Astounding science fiction <no date (1957?)> 124-126]>

“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1950) 160pp.,26cm. black boards, silver lettering
d-w Ciancone 138b

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1952) 160pp.,26cm. (=Reader’s Union ed.)
purple boards, |||||| d-w Ciancone 138c
Dutch. De sprong in het heelal platen: Chesley Bonestell / tekst: Willy Ley / vertaling: J.
de Groot (Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1951) x,86pp.,26cm grey boards, ivory spine,
brown lettering d-w
Finnish. Avaruuden valloitus suomentanut Erkki Puranen (Helsinki: So”derstro”m
Osakeyhtio”n Kirjapainossa Porvoossa, 1952) 142pp.,26cm. illus brochure
“ “ Rymdens ero”vering o”versa”ttning av Marcus Lindberg (Helsinki: Schildt, 1952)
138pp.,26cm. illus. brochure
French. La conque^te de l’espace [no tr. mentioned] (Paris: Laffont, 1952) 84pp.,
25cm. grey boards, red lettering d-w Ciancone 138d
German. Die Eroberung des Weltraums : das moderne astronomische Weltbild
jedem versta”ndlich by Wernher von Braun and Willy Ley mit 19 ein- und vielfarbigen
Tafeln von Chesley Bonestell tr. by Franz Ludwig Neher (Stuttgart: Kosmos, 1952)
118[2]pp.,26cm. black quarter leatherette, light blue boards, gold lettering d-w
Huebner
752 <Huebner: “Entnommen aus: Station im Weltraum und die Eroberung des Mondes”>
“ “ Deutsches Lesebuch : die Eroberung des Weltraums ed. with notes, questions,
and vocabulary by Frederick D. Kellermann illus. (New York: Ronald, 1963) v,228pp.,
21cm. beige boards, dark blue lettering

!
!
!

Italian. La conquista dello spazio tr. by Anna Garino Abetti (Milano: Bompiani,
1950) 187pp.,4 leave plates,25cm black boards, white spine, gold lettering d-w Ciancone
138f
Japanese. [Yu zou de zhen fu] (Tokyo: Hakuyosha, 1950[?]) 173pp.,27cm. black
quarter leatherette, blue boards, gold lettering d-w with plastic cover and quarter-wrapper, in
cardboard slipcase
Spanish. La conquista del espacio tr. by Arturo Roca (Barcelona: Edit. Juventud,
1956) 96pp.,25cm. red boards, gold lettering d-w Ciancone 138e

! The Conquest of space : a conversation between Dr. Wernher von Braun and Willy
Ley. (New York: Vox Productions [produced by Ward Botsford], 1959) two 12in.
33RPM discs, 4sides, in illus. slipcase (=Science series, v.1)
Part I -- The Society of Space Travel
Part II -- Peenemu”nde
Part III -- White Sands
Part IV -- The future
“Making ‘Conquest of space’ <movie> [Astounding science fiction 55/3(1955.v) 94-95]

the

“The conquest of space” [Colorado quarterly 9/3(1961.winter) 197-210]
<“The conquest of space ; The missile and the future” <ad indicating W.L.’s availability for lectures under
auspices of the W. Colston Leigh, inc., agency>>
<“The conquest of space <lecture for [The man in the moon.., Bergen County (N.J.) Society of Professional Engineers (1957.xi.20)]; [GE Evendale (Pa.?) (1958.i.15)]; [Rotary Club of
Kansas City (Mo.) (??)]; [Education for the space age, Ohio State University, Columbus
(1958.vii.14)] <identical to the version published inColorado quarterly?>>
“Conquest of the air” [Natural history 38(1936.xii) 391-396]
“The conquest of the deep” [Thrilling wonder stories (1938.vi) 36]

! Conquest of the Moon

!

!

by Wernher von Braun, Fred L. Whipple, and Willy Ley illus. by
Chesley Bonestell, Fred Freeman, Rolf Klep ed. by Cornelius Ryan <expanded from a
series of articles (“Man on the moon”) in Colliers> (New York: Viking, 1953) [vii],
126pp.,8cm boards: light green, silver lettering Ciancone 201a
<review: [Science fiction digest 1/1(1954.[month unknown] 159-[160]]>
<review: [Gal. 8/2(1954.v) 130]>
“ “ (New York: Viking, 1963) [sample pages: contents, first 2 leaves of capp.1, 4, 7]
[var. pagination] (largely illus.),28cm.
Dutch. s.v. De verovering van het wereldruim
German. Die Eroberung des Mondes tr. by Heinz Gartmann (Frankfurt am Main:
Fischer, 1954) 123[1]pp.,28cm. black boards, yellow spine, yellow/black lettering Ciancone 102c
Spanish. s.v. Conquista del espacio
“Conquest of the third dimension” [Natural history 56/5(1947.v) 210-215, 236-237]

! La conquista del espacio

[German versions of Across the space frontier and Conquest of the /
moon by Wernher von Braun, Willy Ley, con la colaboracio’n de Fred L.Whipple tr. with
an intro. by Heinz Gartmann and then into Spanish by Francisco Carmona / F. de Pen~aranda] (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966) 223pp.,23cm. red boards, gold lettering d-w
<incl. “A station in space” Spanish.>

<“Creating children’s books ... which stimulate and satisfy curiosity” <not published?> [International

Reading Association (Milwaukee (Wis.) (1958.v.10)]>
“Creating the mysteries of the East” [Travel 87(1946.x)24-28 +]
“For your information : The cud-chewing rabbit of Leviticus” [Gal. 28/3(1969.iv) 192-193]
“Cues to current concepts” [Information please almanac 1960]
“The curious case of the giant sloth” [The lungfish...]
“The curious case of the Kraken” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]; [Exotic zoology...]

! “The current status of astronautics : an address delivered at Marshall College, Huntington (W.V.), March 9, 1959” (=Scott lectures, 1959) 20pp.,22cm.

paper covers

“The dawn of the conquest of space” [Astounding science fiction (1937.iii) 104]

! Dawn of zoology

illus. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1968) (=Prentice-Hall
series in nature and natural history) viii,180pp.,25cm. black/red boards, gold lettering

d-w

! Days of creation (New York: Modern Age, 1941)
!

!
!

x,275pp.,22cm. green boards, black
lettering d-w
Italian. I Giorni della creazione tr. by Bruno Oddera (Milano/Roma : Bompiani:
1954) 318[2]pp.,21cm. brochure
“For your information : Dead or alive?” [Gal. 18/2(1959.xii) 108-117]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“ “ : The deadly trees” [Gal. 7/3(1953.xii) 47-52]
“ “ : Death of the sun” ([I]) [Gal. 9/6(1955.iii) 54-65]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“ “ : “ “ . German (“Wissenswertes : Der Tod unserer Sonne” [Galaxis 5:59-[71]])
“ “ : “ “ (II) [Gal. 10/1(1955.iv) 50-58]
“ “ : “ “ . German (“Wissenswertes : Der Tod unserer Sonne (Schluss)” [Galaxis 6:33-41])
“ “ : The devil’s apples” [Gal. 26/4(1968.iv) 118-125]
“Did Pluto once circle Neptune as moon? : planet unlike all the others” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 4/9(1965.xi.15) 14]
“Death under the sea” [Astounding science fiction (1942.ix) 44]
“For your information : Decrease of gravity with altitude” [Gal. 18/5(1960.vi) 87-88]
“ “ : The delayed discovery” [Gal. 25/1(1966.x) 116-127]
“ “ : The demotion of Pluto” [Gal. 12/4 (1956.viii) 79-91]
“ “ : “ “ . German (“Wissenswertes : Die Suche nach dem Planeten X” [Galaxis 14:114-126])
<begins Pluto, wie Sie sicher wissen...>
“Development of the space ship” [Complete book of outer space]
“For your information : The devil’s apples” [Gal. 26/4(1968.iv) 118-125]
“ “ : The diameter of Pluto” [Gal. 4/5(1952.vii) 54-57]

? “Dictionary of science fiction” <13pp.> in Martin Greenberg, Travelers of space (New
York: 1951) 400pp. ||||||
!

“The diameter of Pluto” [Gal. 45(1952.viii) 54-56]
“Wissenswertes : Das Ding von einem anderen Stern” [Galaxis 2:72-83] <begins Immer wieder
einmal steht...>

! Discovery of the elements

illus. (New York: Delacorte,1968) [vii]215pp.,22cm.
black boards, silver lettering d-w

“For your information : The discovery of the solar system” [Gal. 27/5(1968.xii) 104-113]
“ “ : Dr. Einstein and the speed of light” [Gal. 17/5(1959.v) 1-3-104]
“Dr. Koch’s sea serpent” [Fantastic adventures (1940.ii) 16]

“The dodo islands” [Exotic zoology...]

? Das Drachenbuch : Plaudereien von Echsen, Lurchen und Vorweltsaurien

mit 43 Abbildungen (Erfurt/Leipzig: Theringer Verlags-Anstalt/H. Bartholomaeus, 1927)
“The dragon from <originally of> the Lias epsilon” [Natural history 40/1(1937.v) 428-432, 457];
[Dragons in amber...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“The dragon of the Ishtar gate” [The lungfish...] <also publ. as “The Sirrush of the Ishtar gate”>
“For your information : Dragons and hot-air ballons” [Gal. 20/2(1961.xii) 79-84]

! Dragons in amber : further adventures of a romantic naturalist

!

[drawings by Olga
Ley] (New York: Viking, 1951) 1st printing viii,328pp.,22cm. orange/green boards,
black lettering d-w
<review: [Gal. 2/2(1951.v) 94]>
“ “ 2d printing 24cm. black/yellow boards, gold lettering
“The tears of the Heliades”
“The secret of the blue earth”
“Footprints in red sandstone”
“The dragon from the Lias epsilon”
“The mammal from the permafrost”
“The story of the Milu”
“Stronghold of the pandas”
“A bird known as Takahe”
“Green fossil”
“The forest of the dinosaurs: sequoias”
“The forest of the dinosaurs: cycads”
“The story of the fish Anguilla”
“The return of a native”
“Wanderers across the planet”
“The islands of adventive fauna”
“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1951) black boards, gold lettering

?

German. Bernstein, Davidshirch und Bambusbaer : naturromantische Abentuer
tr. by A. Koehler (Stuttgart: Kosmos, 1956) |||||| <subtitle from publisher’s ad:
Naturgeschichte als spannende und erregendes romantische Abenteuer>

! The drifting continents

illus. with maps and drawings (New York: Weybright and Talley, 1969) 90pp.,22cm. yellow boards, black lettering d-w

“For your information : The drowned civilization” [Gal. 28/3(1969.iv) 185-189
“ “ : Durable forgery” [Gal. 13/4(1957.ii) 103-108]
“Duration and order of geological periods” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948] <also publ. under title
“Sequence of duration of geological periods”>
“For your information : The earliest robot” [Gal. 14/5(1957.ix) 61-69]
“ “ : The early days of the metric system” [Gal. 22/3(1964.ii) 76...84]; [For your information...]
“ “ : Earth tunnels” [Gal. 7/1(1953.x) 80-87]
“ “ : Earth’s extra satellite” [Gal. 20/3(1962.ii) 55-61]
“ “ : Earth’s other moon(s)” [Gal. 8/6(1954.ix) 64-70]
“Earth’s peculiar neighbors : Mercury, Venus, Mars still lands of mystery” [Minneapolis [morning]
tribune 4/7(1965.xi.1) 10]
“Earth’s second moon” [Astounding science fiction (1939.x) 141]
“Eight days in the story of rocketry” [Thrilling wonder stories (1937.xii) 56]
“Eighty percent” [Unknown (1940.v) 122]

* Eiszeit (Anhang: Eiszeit und Sintflut) mit 19 Illustrationen (Erfurt / Leipzig: Thu”ringer
Verlags-Anstalt / H. Bartholoma”us, [1927]) 151[3]pp.,19cm. illus. brochure
“An electric battery 2000 years ago” [Astounding science fiction (1939.iii) 43]
“ “ French. “Une pile ‘electrique datant de 2000 ans?” [La Nature 67/pt.1(1939.ii.15) 100]
“For your information : The elements of Khujut Rabu’a and Ctesiphon” [Gal. 9/3(1954.xii)
44-51]
<“Emergence of the idea of space travel” principal speech at meeting of the New York section of
the American Astronautical Society; to be published, but this never occurred: [Journal of
astronautics 2/2(1955/summer) 76-77] -- lost?>
“The emperor’s arcanum magnum” [Salamanders...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“The end of the jet age” [Gal. (1962.x)]
“The end of the Rocket Society” (I & II) [Astounding science fiction (1943.viii) 64]

! Engineers dreams

diagrams and maps by Willy Ley, illus. by Isami *Kashiwagi (New York:
Viking, 1954) 239pp.,25cm. blue boards, black lettering d-w

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
29]

<review by Aileen O’Brien Murphy [Saturday review (1954.vi.19) 39]>
<review: [Gal. 9/1(1954.x) 97]>
<review by Thomas S. Gardner [Scientific monthly (1955.i) 69-70]>
<review: [Steam engine (1956.xi)]>
<cf. biographical entry for (1997.vii.viii)>
“ “ (New York: Viking, 1954) [first paperback printing] 240pp.,20cm.
“ “ (New York: Viking, 1960) (=Explorer books X5) 240pp.,20cm.
“ “ rev. ed. (New York: Viking, 1964) 280pp.,25cm. light blue boards, blue lettering
“ “ with the author’s maps and diagrams and 14 plates (London: Phoenix, 1955) x,192pp.,
21cm. blue boards, gold letteering d-w
Arabic. tr. by Mohammed Ahmad Selim and Ahmad Ali Faraq (Cairo: Al-Maaref, 1956)
240pp.,24cm. brochure
Bengali. [Injiniyarera svapna] [tr. by Syed Redwanur Rahman] (Dacca: Pakistan Book
Corp., 1960) 231[4]pp.,19cm. light green/yellow illus. boards, black lettering
Dutch. Ingenierusdromen : groote toekomstprojecten tr. by R. Bu”rman (Amsterdam
/Brussel: Elsevier, 1961) (=Elseviers populair-wetenschappelijke pockets E75)
157[3]pp., 18cm. paperback
French. R`eves d’ing’enieurs : la nature dompt’ee tr. by Ren’e Fou’er’e ([no place]:
De’scouvertes, 1958) (=Collection Descouvertes 11) 187[2]pp.,22cm. illus. paper covers
“ “ . Transformer la terre : plans d’inge’niers tr. by Rene’ Fou’ere’ ([no place]:
De’scouvertes, 1959) (=Collection De’scouvertes 13) 220[4]pp.,21cm. yellow ‘burlap’
boards, red lettering d-w
German. Plaene fuer die Welt von Morgen tr. by Horst und Ingeborg Kuennemann
(Baden-Baden: Signal-Verlag Hans Frevert, 1968) 200pp.,25cm. yellow pebbled
boards, black lettering d-w
Indonesian. Impian insinjur [tr. Anwar Bey] (Djakarta: Pembangunan, 1964) ||||||
illus. paper wrapper pasted down
Polish. Marzenia inzynierow tr. by Tadeusza and Leszka Suchorzewskiego illus. partly redrawn by Slanislaw Zakowski (Warszawa: Nasas Ksiegarnia, 1960) illus. boards, white
cloth spine, black lettering
“Epitaph for a lonely olm” [Gal. (1968.ii)]
“Erfreuliche Aktivita”t der Raketenforschung in USA” [Das neue Fahrzeug 4/5(1934.ix.30) 27-

“The ersatz world” [Super science stories (1940.v) 118]
“Die ersten grossen Raketen” [Weltraumfahrt : Beitraege zur Weltraumforschung und Astronautik
2/1(1951.ii) 17-18]
!
“Die ersten Postraketen” [Das neue Fahrzeug no.1(1933.ii.28) 1-2]
“Essays” [Gal. (1969.viii)]
“For your information : Eugen Saenger<sic> and the rocket-propelled airplane” [Gal.
28/5(1969.vii)
98-107]
“ “ : Europe’s unknown poisonous lizard” [Gal. 7/5<i.e., 7/4>(1954.i) 94-99]
“Evaluating the vaunted V-2” [Aviation 44(1945.ii)212-214]

! Events in space

illus. (New York: McKay, 1969) viii[1]180pp.,21cm. light blue boards,
gold lettering d-w
“ “ ( |||||| : Popular Library, 1969) 160pp.,|||||| paperback
<review: [New York Times book review (1969.vi.22) 37] <according to the NYT index, but not to
be found>>

! Exotic zoology

illus. by Olga Ley (New York: Viking, 1959) 1st printing 468pp.,22cm. ||||||
d-w
“ “ paperback <sub-title on d-w: an omnibus of the best writing on scientific mysteries from three
world-famous books: The lungfish, the dodo, and the unicorn; Dragons in amber; and
Salamanders and other wonders>
“The legend of the unicorn” (Fr.)
“Fairy-tale fauna” (Fr.)
“The vegetable animals” (Fr.)
“The Sirrush of the Ishtar gate” (Fr.)
“The abominable snowman” (Fr.)
“The little people” (Fr.)
“Footprints in red sandstone”
“The dragon from the Lias epsilon”
“The mammal from the permafrost”
“Prelude to aviation”
“The curious case of the kraken” (Fr.)
“The great unknown of the seas” (Fr.)
“The story of the fish Anguilla” (Fr.)
“The emperor’s arcanum magnum” (Fr.)
“The islands of the moas” (Fr.)
“The island of the man-eating tree” (Fr.)
“The dodo islands” (Fr.)
“The tortoise islands” (Fr.)
“The attic of the planet”
“A fish also known as Kombessa”
“African rhapsody” (Fr.)
“Sequence and duration of geological periods”
“Animal life and climate in northern Europe during the Pleistocene period”
“ “ (New York: Capricorn, 1966) |||||| paperback
!
French. *Animaux fabuleux : creatures imaginaires : exotic zoology 3 planches intexte, 26 illustrations tr. by Janine Claude (Paris: Julliard, 1964) 335pp.,24cm. illus.
brochure <only those essays shown above under the original ed. with the indication ‘(Fr.)’ are
contained in this French tr.>
“Experimental moon-craters” [Popular astronomy 52(1944.vi) 278-283]

! The exploration of Mars

by Willy Ley and Wernher von Braun, with 16 paintings in color and

5 in black and white by Chesley Bonestell (New York: Viking, 1956) [2d print.]
176pp.,28cm. green boards, white lettering d-w Ciancone 143a
<review by J.A. [Sky and telescope (1956.x) 555-556]>
<review by Elaine Simpson [Saturday review of literature (1956.xi.17) 60]>
<review: [Gal. 13/2(1956.xii) 84-85]>
<review: [Times literary supplement (1957.i.18)]>
<review by Thomas S. Gardner [Scientific monthly (1957.i) 44]>
<review “Fantastic possibilities are seen in space exploration” [Kansas City (Mo.) Times
(1957.viii.10)]>
<review: [San Diego (Cal.) Union (1957.x.27)]>
<“Preview of space trip to Mars on exhibit at Science Museum” [i.e., the Original Bonestell paintings for the book] [Somerville (Mass.) Journal (1957.xi.28)]; [Providence (R.I.) Journal (1957.xi.29)]>
<digest of reviews: [Book review digest 1957] <mentions Bookmark, Booklist, Chicago Sunday
Tribune, Christian century, Horn book, Kirkus, Library journal, New York Herald Tribune, New
York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Saturday review [two separate reviews]>]>

<review by Leon A. Hausman [Cleveland (O.) Plain dealer (1958.vi.22)]>

!

“ “ (New York: Viking, 1956) [sample pages: t-p, contents, first leaves of capp.1, 6, 7, 8]

!

“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1956) 184pp.,26cm. light green boards, silver letter-

[var. pag.] (largely illus.),28cm.
ing d-w Ciancone 143b
<review by He. [Inter-avia 11/9 (1956)]>
<review by Brian Aldiss “A trip to Mars” [Oxford (Eng.) Mail (1956.xii.6)]>
<review “Two for the boys” [New scientist (London) (1956.xii.6)]
<review “Journey to Mars” [Bristol (Engl.) Evening world (1956.xii.13)]>
<review by Howard Culpin “This way to Mars” [Reynolds (?) (1956.xii.16)]
<review by J. W. “For your bookshelf” [Preston (Engl.) Guardian (1956.xii.22)]>
<review by A. J. Arthur “Next stop Mars -- it’s coming” [Scotsman (Edinburgh)
(1956.xii.24)]>
<review “In a nutshell” [Birmingham (Eng.) Mail (1957.i.9)]>
<review: [Times literary supplement (1957.i.18)]>
<review by H. A. J. “To Mars by 2000 A.D.?” [Bolton (Eng.) News (1957.i.22)]>
<review: [British book news (1957.iv.5)]>
<review by Robert Conquest “Going up” [Spectator (London) (1957.v.31)]>
<review by Rev. Dr P. J. McLaughlin “Mars : popular planet” [Irish Press (Dublin)
(1957.vi.22)]>
<review: [The aeroplane (London) (1957.vi.28)]>
! German. Die Erforschung des Mars tr. by Heinz Gartmann (Frankfurt am Main:
Fischer, 1957) 141[2]pp.,28cm. black boards, red spine, red/black lettering d-w Ciancone 143c Huebner 554
! Italian. L’esplorazione di Marte tr. by Elio de Sabata (Milano: Feltrinelli, 1959)
202[2]pp.,28cm. light blue boards, black lettering

! “Foreword” [pp.3-5 in Felix Goodwin, Exploration of the solar system

illus.
(New : Plenum / London: Chapman & Hall, 1960) 200pp.,25cm. dark blue boards,
silver lettering]

! Louise B. Young, ed. Exploring the universe

illus. [sponsored by the American Foundation for Continuing Education] (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963) xxviii,457pp.,26cm.
light blue boards, white/gold lettering d-w
“Where does space begin?” pp.353-355 [from Satellites, rockets, and outer space]
“Principles of space flight” pp.358-370 [from Rocket, missiles, and space travel]

“For your information : The extinction of the dinosaurs: [Gal. 18/3(1960.ii) 107-109]
“Extraterrestrial bacteria” [Astounding science fiction (1943.xii) 110]
“Fable of the lucky mandrake” [Fate 17/11(1964.xi) 78-85]

!

? Die Fahrt ins Weltall, gemeinverst”andlich geschildert...

!
!

!

!

19 Abbildungen von Thea Bl”uthner (Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1926) (=Lehrmeister-Bu”cherei 814-815) 68pp.,
17cm. illus. brochure Ciancone 133a Huebner 697 <Ciancone gives correct pagination;
Huebner and NUC give 83; Robert M. Guinn (publisher of Galaxy), in intro. to For your information, refers to a 1926 work A trip into space, as consisting of 64pp., as does Sam Moskowitz in
“The Willy Ley story” [Worlds of tomorrow 3/7 (v/66) 30-42]>
<review: [Die Rakete 1:111] -- title given as Die Fahrt ins All, a conflation of Ley with
Max Valier’s thus-titled kosmische Phantasie>
<review: [Die Rakete 3:69]>
“ “ ‘Probekapitel aus Ley:“Die Fahrt ins Weltall” ’ [Die Rakete 3:60-63]

“ “ 2., vollkommen neubearb. Aufl, mit 30 Abbildungen “Vorwort” by Hermann Oberth
(Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1929) (=Lehrmeister Buecherei, 924-926) 83[13]pp.,
17cm. illus. brochure d-w

man
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! Fire

Ciancone 133b

Huebner 697

“Fairy castles on the moon? : don’t laugh; there could be : almost changeless world awaits first
to land there” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 3/3(1964.x.5) 12]
“Fairy-tale fauna” [Exotic zoology...]
“Fantastic cars for other planets” [Science digest 44(1948.x) 12-17]
“Fantastic hoaxes” <actual (sub)titles of articles are filed on, rather than on the category-title
“F. h.”>
<“Farside” <lecture for Executives’ Club of Chicago (1957.x.11)>> <not published?>
“The fatal coloration” [Astounding science fiction (1942.iv) 98]
“Father of astronautics” [Saturday review 39(1956.x.1) 42-43]
“A few notes on the reliability of newspaper clippings without additional remarks about Charles
Fort and others” [Unknown (1940.iii) 156]
“For your information : Fifteen years of Galaxy, thirteen years of For Your Information” [Gal.
(1965.x) 84-94]
illus. (Garden City: Doubleday, 1963) 64pp.,21cm. (=Doubleday science service)
paperback
“Fire in the anthill” [Rotarian 52(1938.vi)]
“Fireworks” [Astounding science fiction 50/2(1952.x) 83-97]

! “Introduction” [pp.[7]-12 in H. G. Wells, The first men in the moon (New York:
Dell, 1967 192pp.,18cm. [1st printing]) paperback

?

“For your information : The first flight by rocket power” [Gal. (1963.ii)]
“For your information : The first Russian research rockets” [Gal. 175(1959.v) 104-105]
“For your information : The first spaceship” [Gal. 17/1(1958.xi) 37-41]
“The first spaceship by 1970!” [Science digest 30(1951.xii) 10-14]
“Fantastic hoaxes : The Fischer hoax” [Fantastic adventures (1940.i) 18]
“The fish also known as Kombessa” [Exotic zoology...]
“Flame thowers vs. artillery” [Science digest 14(1943.vii)]
“For your information : The flow of space travel” [Gal. 11/1(1955.x) 60-71]
“Flying saucers : friend, foe or fantasy?” [Gal. 1/1(1950.x) 67-69]
“Footprints in red sandstone” [Dragons in amber...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“Fog” <by Robert Willey, pseud.> [Astounding science fiction (1940.xii) 80]

<according to Lester del Rey [cf. last entry (obit.)], led to his Nerves and Theodore Sturgeon’s Killdozer>
“For your information” <no (sub)title, begins “Astronomy books...”> [Gal. 3/6(1952.iii) 54-63]
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins At the risk of being blamed...> [Gal. 4/3(1952.vi) 99-104]
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins The average reader... [Gal. 21/6(1963.viii) 82-87] (?)about the
Klemperer rosette>
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins It was during the year 1609... [Gal. 11/2(1955.xi) 57-66]>
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins Sometimes a fairly minor... (?)about nitrogen [Gal. 129<read‘29’>/2(1969
.x) 101-108, 113]>
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins Those who have the desire--... (?)about CIF5> [Gal. 129<read ‘29’>/1(1969
.ix) 100-104]
“ “ <no (sub)title, begins This month I am...> [Gal. 4/2(1952.v) 98-105]
“ “ : <actual (sub)titles of articles are filed on, rather than on the category-title “F. y. i.”>

! For your information : on earth and in the sky

illus. (New York: Doubleday, 1967)
249pp.,22cm. boards: brown cloth, gold lettering d-w [“...the first of a series from our collection of his famous articles published in Galaxy magazine.”] <ad inside front cover of Gal. 26/2
(1967.xii): “For sixteen years GALAXY’s most popular feature”>
“Tribes of the dinosaurs”
“The man I didn’t meet”
“King of the rats”
“A century of fossil man”
“Slow lightning”
“The moon worm”
“The wheels of Poseidon”
“Strange planet next door”
“Forerunners of the planetarium”
“The nearly always useful ‘bean curve’ ”
“The early days of the metric system”
“Too much imagination”
“The galactic giants”
“Names in the sky”
“Collector’s miscellany: 1. The secrets of Enoch”
“ “ : 2. The original inventor of recording tapes”
“ “ : 3. The accident that didn’t happen”
“ “ : 4. The mystery plant from Kyrene”
“The observatory on the moon”

!

“ “ illus. (New York: Ace, 1967) [“previously published 1965(!)”] 192pp.,18cm. paperback

?

!

“Forecast for the family” [United Charities of Chicago, 1958 annual meeting (1958.iv.24) typescript ‘Outline’ 4pp.]
“The forest of the dinosaurs: sequoias” / “The forest of the dinosaurs: cycads” [Dragons in
amber...]
“For your information : Forerunners of the planetarium” [Gal. 23/3(1965.ii) 87-98]; [For your information...]
“A fortress in space” [Space world 2/2(1962.i) <in the series “Spaceways : a newsletter...”>]
“Fortunes twenty fathoms down” [Science digest 19(1946.iv)81-84]
“For your information : The fourth dimension” [Gal. 5/5(1953.ii) 67-70]
<“The fourth state of matter” [announced to be published in Minneapolis [morning] tribune (1964.i.6)]>
“Wissenswertes : Fragen und Antworten” [Galaxis 8:120-124] <questions from O. Golger aus
G., etc.>
“ “ : “ “ [Galaxis 13:119-124] <questions from Manfred Schnieder aus. M., etc.; contents-page
gives opening p. as ‘76’>
“ ‘Frau im Mond.’ Gedanken um Film, Roman und Problem” [Die Rakete 4:13-15(1929.v)]

! “Introduction” [pp.ix-xiii in Jules Verne, From the earth to the moon -- and a trip
around it (New York: Fawcett, 1958) xiii,222[2]pp.,18cm.

paperback]

“From the moon to Mars” [pp.[50]-59 in The mystery of other world revealed]
“The frontiers of zoology” [The lungfish...] <also publ. as “The borderlines of zoology”>
“For your information : Fuels galore” [Gal. 18/5(1960.vi) 81-87]
“The furry old man of the sea” [Salamanders...]
“Future unlimited: we interview Willy Ley...” [Bullock Bookguide (1957.vii) 2]
“For your information : Fyr Gregeys and wylde-fyr” [Gal. 11/3(1956.i) 44-49]
“Fusible alloys” [Astounding science fiction (1937.vii) 71]
“For your information : The galactic giants” [Gal. 23/6(1965.viii) 130-142]; [For your information...]
“Galileo’s revolution” [Super science stories (1941.viii) 100]
“For your information : Galton’s random machine, the bean curve and military purchases” [Gal.
22/4(1964.iv) 120-126] <begins Sir Francis Galton..., ends ...statistical device.>

* Gas giants : the largest planets
143[1]pp.,21cm.
grey boards, red lettering

illus. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969)

d-w

“Geography for time travelers” [Astounding science fiction (1939.vii) 122]; [Coming attractions]

! “Die Geschichte der Rakete” [pp.400-407 in *Evolutio aeterna : Forum der Technik
: eine Rundschau ueber die wichtigste Zweige der Technik... [vol.3] Technik
u”berwindet Zeit und Raum illus. (Zuerich: Metz, 1965) [vi]494pp., 27cm. grey
boards, gold/black lettering
“Fantastic hoaxes : George Psalmanazar” [Fantastic adventures (1940.iv) 40]

! “Die Geschichte der Raumfahrtgedanken” [v.I, pp.1-28 in Karl Schuette / Hans Kaiser, edd. Handbuch der Astronautik illus. (Konstanz: Athenaion, 1958)] [x]466pp.,
28cm.

!

“ “ <separately publ. fascicule> [ii]28pp.[pp.29-32],27cm. illus. paper covers
“Getting around -- when we get there” [Space world 1/4(1960,xi) 26-27,47-61]
“... ‘Giants in those days...’ ” [Astounding science fiction (1945.xi) 111] <also published under

title
“ ‘There were giants in those days’ ”>
“The Glenn effect” [Science digest 52/1(1962.vii) 4-10]
“The great auk” [Natural history 36(1935.xi) 351-357]
“Great balancing act : satellite in its orbit” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 2/12(1963.xii.9) 18]
“The great dream” [The technology review (1951.iv-v]; [abr. in Lands beyond]
“For your information : The great pyramid, the golden section and Pi” [Gal. 13/5(1957.iii) 55-66];
[Another look at Atlantis...]
“The great sea-serpent mystery” [Science digest 41(1957.ii) 6-12]
“The great UFO mystery : visitors from outer space or what?” [Family weekly 1968.i.21 4-5]
“The great unknown of the seas” [part from Esquire, part from Fantastic adventures] [The
lungfish...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“The green flash” [Popular astronomy 57(1949.iii) 147]
“Green fossil” [Dragons in amber...]

! Grundriss einer Geschichte der Rakete

illus. (Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1932)

16pp.,20cm. cover-title paper cover

Ciancone 135

Huebner 388

“For your information : The hairs on your girl’s head” [Gal. 18/5(1960.vi) 91-92]

! Harnessing space

!
!

illus. with photographs and diagrams; ed. - and with an intro. and commentary
by Willy Ley...; “...based, in the main, on...publications of the United States Government...”
(New York: Macmillan / London: Collier-Macmillan, 1963) 314[3]pp.,21cm. light
green boards, gold lettering d-w
<review: [Space world A-2 (’63) 47]>
Portuguese. A conquista do espaco : aplicacoes practicas tr. by Mi’ecio Ara’ujo Jorge
Honkins (Rio de Janeiro: Distribuidora Record, 1965) |||||| illus. paper covers
Spanish. Domando el espacio trad.: Jorge Cromberg (Santiago de Chile: Pomaire,
1968) 315[2]pp.20cm. illus. brochure
“Power plants of tomorrow : Harnessing the sun’s rays” [Astounding science fiction (1938.i) 63]
“ “ : Harnessing the earth’s heat” [Astounding science fiction (1938.ii) 123]
“ “ : Hazards of rocket research” [Gal. 16/6(1958.x) 62-63]
“For your information : The healthfull aromatick herbe” [Gal. 24/2(1965.xii) 88-98]
“ “ : Henri Moissan’s synthetic diamonds” [Gal. 20/3(1962.ii) 64-65]
“ “ : The hidden reptiles” [Gal. 20/3(1962.ii) 61-64]
“High explosives’ part in war” [Science digest 11(1942.iii)46-47]
“For your information : The ‘highest’ mountains” [Gal. 9/1(1954.x) 67-68]
“ “ : Hints to future archeologists” [Gal. 7/5-A<i.e., 7/5>(1954.ii) 72-78]
<“History of space travel”, a course in the series Astronautics, Astronomy Dept., Franklin
Institute s.v. “The long history of space travel”>
“Hoaxes that fooled millions” [Science digest 27(1950.ii) 14-19]
“ “ : The hollow earth” [Gal. 11/5(1956.iii) 71-81]
“The homemade gun of Jamrud” [Astounding science fiction (1941.iv) 126]
“For your information : The home-made land” [Gal. 20/1(1961.x) 92-106]>
“ “ : Homemade pseudo-cells” [Gal. 7/3(1953.xii) 52-54]
“Horizons of science and engineering” [Senior scholastic (till 1960.v.11)]
“Hot water ice cubes” [Gal. 5/2(1952.xi) 107]
“How close are we to apace travel?” [Columbia engineering quarterly 8/1(1954.xi) 12-15]
“How colony will be built on the moon” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 3/4(1964.x.12) 14]
“How did the solar system come about? : first, a cloud of dust and gas...” [Minneapolis [morning]
tribune 4/5(1965.x.18) 12]
“How it all began” [Space world 1/8(1961.vi) 23-25, 48-50, 52]
“ “ : How much water?” [Gal. 9/5 (1955.ii) 74-77]
“ “ : The how of space travel” [Gal. 11/1(1955.x) 60-71]<with portraits (with W. von Braun, Heinz Haber,
Walt Disney)>

“For your information : How secret was Sputnik no.1?” [Gal. 17/1(1958.xi) 48-50]
“How the moon got its craters” [Natural history 39/4 (1937.iv) 275-279]
“For your information : How to get around on other planets” [Gal. 16/4 (1958.viii) 73-82]
“ “ : How to slay dragons” [Gal. 18/6 (1960.viii) 57-64]
“ “ : Hunting down the dodo” [Gal. 14/6 (1957.x) 68-79]
“Hunting the dodo / other islands, other dodos” [Another look at Atlantis...]
“For your information : I G Y roundup” [Gal. 16/3 (1958.vii) 55-64]
“ “ : The ice age” (II) [Gal. 5/4 (1953.i) 71-78] <preceded by an article entitled “F. y. i. : Cause of
the ice age”>
“ “ : “ “ (III) [Gal. (1953.ii) 63-67]
“Ice age ahead?” [Astounding science fiction (1939.ii) 86]
“For your information : Icebergs for Los Angeles” [Gal. 12/6(1956.x) 76-77]

! Edward M. Weyer, ed. Illustrated library of the natural sciences (New York:

Simon & Schuster, 1958) xvii,3042pp.,23cm. (4vv. in box[24cm.]) beige, yellow, tan,
orange boards, black/gold/green lettering
“The story of amber” v.I, pp.58-65
“Astronautics” v.I, pp.228-241
“The story of the fish anguilla” v.II, pp.902-909
“For your information : Impact end of trajectories” [Gal. 9/1(1954.x) 64-67]
“Impossibilities” [Fantasy <U.K.> no.3(1939) 45]
“Improving upon V-2” [Astounding science fiction 38/5(1947.i) 100-120]
“In Australia, the rain...” [Gal. (1968.viii)]

! Information please almanac : atlas and yearbook (New York: Macmillan, / Simon and
Schuster,1957-1969)
“Jets--missiles--rockets” (1957) 67-80
“Man invades space; and The international Geophysical Year” (1958) 23-37
<review by William Hogan “Keeping up with the world in an almanac” [San
Francisco Chronicle (1957.xii.31)]>
“Space age news : what happened and what will happen” (1959) 39-51
“Relearning science; and Cues to current concepts” (1960) 131-167
“Space age news; space age chronology” (1961) 56-62
“Space age news” (1962) 52-57
“Space age chronology” (1962) 58-62
“Life on other planets” (1962) 63-83
“Astronomy and calendar” (1962) 208-223
“Astronomy and calendar” (1963) 227-242
“Space age news” (1963) 56-62
“Space age chronology” (1963) 158-166
“Science and space age news” (1964) 51-57
“Space age chronology” (1964) 102-112
“Space age news and chronology” (1965) 166-176
“Space age chronology” (1966) 90-102
“ “ (19670 217-232
“ “ (1968) 270-289
“The Apollo 7 and the moon 1968” (1969) 25-27
“Space age chronology” (1969) 404-423

!

“In few years : on the moon” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 3/7(1964.ix.21) 12]
“For your information : The inner planets” [Gal. 8/4(1954.vi) 54-56]
<discussion participant on The insect world of J. Henri Fabre / ed. Edwin Way Teale [The invitation to learning reader : out-of-doors 5/3[whole no.19](1955.vii.24) 324-331]>
“Inside of a gun barrel” [Science digest 11(1942.iv)57-58]
“Inside outer space”: participation in The 1958 Bulletin forum, moderated by Walter Cronkite on
WCAU(CBS) <broadcast 1958.ii.2> [Philadelphia Bulletin (1958.i.30)]; [Broadcasting -telecasting (1958.ii.17)(1958.ii.3)] <broadcast (1958.ii.2)>
“Inside the atom” [Natural history 49/8(1945.x) 350-358]; [Inside the atom]

! Inside the atom

illus. (New York: [American Museum of Natural History], 1945) (=American Museum of Natural History. Man and nature publications; science guide 120) 2pp.,31cm.
brochure

“Inside the lunar base” [Colliers 130(1952.x.25) 46-47]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 12/2
(1953.iii.85) (item 68)]>
“Inside the moon ship” [Colliers 130(1952.x.18) 56-57]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Astronautical Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 12/2

(1953.iii.84) (item 66)]>

! Inside the orbit of the Earth... illus. with charts and line drawings by Rino Dussi (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1968) 160pp.,21cm. grey boards, gold lettering d-w
“The International Geophysical Year” [Information please almanac 1958]
“For your information : Interplanetary communications” [Gal. 26/6(1968.vii) 116-124]
“Into strange country... : the giant gas planets” [(?)4/8(1965.xi.8) 8]
“For your information : The intractable prime number” [Gal. 6/3(1953.vi) 67-73]
“The invasion” <by Robert Willey, pseud.> [Super science stories (1940.ix) 25]

! “The invasion”, by Robert Willey [pseud.] [pp.84-101 in Frederik Pohl, The expert
dreamers [: sixteen science fiction stories by scientists] (Garden City: Doubleday,
1962) xiv,248pp.,22cm. black boards, silver lettering d-w]
“Inventors fighting the submarine” [Science digest 13(1943.v)45-47]
“The ion space drive” [Fate 11/6(1958.vi) 30-39]
“For your information : The iron pillars of Delphi” [Gal. 8/1(1954.iv) 75-77]

? “Preface” [pp. v-vi in John Rublowsky, Is anybody out there?

illus. (New York:

Walker, 1962) viii[i]118pp., 24 cm.] yellow boards, green lettering
!
!

!

“For your information : Is artificial life possible?” [Gal. 7/2(1953.xi) 35-40]
“ “ : “ “ German. (“Wissenswertes : Ist ku”nstliches Leben mo”glich?” [Galaxis 3: 71-75])
“Is there a Nandi bear?” [Fate 16/7(1963.vii) 42-50]
“Is there life on other planets?” [“Looking into space”]
“Is U. S. building a new moon?” [Popular science 154(1949.v) 106-112]
“For your information : The island of Brazil” [Gal. 28/1(1969.ii) 131-137]
“ “ : The island of the stone heads” [Gal. 15/6(1958.iv) 41-55]
“ “ : “ “ . German. (“Wissenswertes : Die Insel der steinernen Kopfe” [Galaxis 11:113-126])
“The island of the man-eating tree” [Exotic zoology...] [also publ. as “The man-eating tree of
Madagascar”]
“The island of the upas tree” [Exotic zoology...]
“The islands of adventive fauna” [Dragons in amber...]
“The islands of the Moas” [Exotic zoology...]
“It happens twice at least” [Unknown (i/40) 119]
“For your information : ‘It was during the year 1609’ ” [Gal. 11/2(1955.xi) 57-68]
“Jenny Haniver and the basilisk” [Life and letters today 24(1940.i) 26-34] <also published under
title “The basilisk and Jenny Haniver”>
“Jet propulsion from fancy to fact” [Aviation 43(1944.i) 147-149 + 44(1944.ii) 121-125]
“Jets--missiles--rockets” [Information please almanac (1957)]
<ad: [New York Journal-American (1956.xii.2) 14-L]>
“For your information : Johann Guterberg’s (or Peter Schoeffer’s) secret” [Gal. 18/1(1959.x)
79-81]
“Fantastic hoaxes : John Jacob Scheuchzer” [Fantastic adventures (1940.x) 74]
“For your information : Jules Verne, Busy Lizzy and Hitler” [Gal. 26/5(1968.vi) 72-78]
“Landscapes of other worlds : Jupiter--the giant world” [Amazing stories (1942.ix) 220]

! Immanuel Kant, Kant’s cosmology : as in his Essays on the retardation of therotation of the earth, and his Natural history and theory of the heavens tr. by W.
Hastie rev. and ed. with an intro. and appendix by Willy Ley illus. (New York: Greenwood, 1968) xx,183pp.,21cm. burgundy cloth, gold lettering d-w

“Introduction” pp.vii-xx
“Printing history of Immanuel Kant’s cosmological works” pp.180-183
“For your information : King of the rats” [Gal. 22/1 (1963.x) 85-91]; [For your information...]

? “Foreword” [pp.||||||

in Deborah Crawford, The king’s astronomer : William Herschel

( ||||||: Messner, 1968) |||||| ]
“The kitchen of the future” [Thrilling wonder stories (1941.x) 96]
“The kiwi and the moa : New Zealand’s unique birds” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 7/4 (1945.xii) 120-123]
“Konrad Gesner was right” [Natural history 36(1935.ix) 149-155]

! Konrad Gessner : Leben und Werk

mit VI Abbildungen (Muenchen: Muenchner
Drucke, 1929) (=Muenchener Beitraege zur Geschichte und Literatur der Naturwissenschaften 15/16) vii[1]154pp.,23 cm. green cloth (re-)binding <as ordered by the author?>, gold
lettering
“For your information : Konstantin Anklitzen, alias Friar Bertholdus” [Gal. 10/3(1955.vi) 92-103]

? Lands beyond
!
!

!
199]

L. Sprague de Camp and Willy Ley illus. (New York: Rinehart, 1952) [vi],
329[16]pp.,22cm. d-w
<review: [Gal. (1952.xi)]>
French. De l’Atlantide `a l’Eldorado [no tr. mentioned] ([Paris]: Plon, 1957) [vi]vii,
314[5]pp.,20cm. dark blue leatherette boards, white lettering d-w
Portuguese. Da Atla^ntida ao Eldorado tr. by Iria Longo Renault (Belo Horizonte:
Itatiaia, 1961) 252pp.,22cm. illus. paper covers
“Landscapes of other worlds” <actual (sub)titles of articles are filed on, rather than on the category-title “L. o. o. w.”>
“For your information : Largest of their kind” [Gal. 8/3(1954.vi) 104-112]; [ Another look at Atlantis...]
“ “ : The last of the Moas” [Gal. 16/5(1958.x) 59-69]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“ “ : Last word on the ‘mountain boomer’ ” [Gal. 11/3(1956.i) 53]
“The road to space travel : The last twelve years” [Startling stories (1949.iii) 68]
“Laws needed for space age” [Los Angeles times (1957.xi.29) I,17]
“The laws of utter chaos” [Another look at Atlantis...] <also published under title “And the laws
of utter chaos”>
“For your information : Leap year on Mars” [Gal. 11/3(1956.i) 51-53]
“Ein lebendes Fossil : die Entdeckung der Metasequoia” [Natur und Technik 5/8(1951.[8] 197-

<begins An der Westk“uste... ends ...der Mitte gefunden hat.>
“The legend of the unicorn” [Frontiers]; [The lungfish...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“Legs and wings” [Gal. 45)1952.viii) 53-54]
“Let’s build an extraterrestrial” [Gal. 11/6(1956.iv) 43-55]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“For your information : Let’s do something about the weather” [Gal. 19/3(1961.ii) 72-78]
“A letter to the Martians” [Coming attractions]
“Life beyond the Earth” [The complete book of outer space]
!
“Life in space” [Fate 11/4(1958.iv) 43-51]
?
<”Life in the universe : scientific fact or science fiction?” <not published?> lecture announced to
occur
1969.iv.16 at Marshall University in a lecture-series Impact 69 [Harold E. Wand in
eponymous article in brochure ([Huntington, W.Va.: Marshall University Student Government,
[1969?]) 16-19]>

!

!

<review of> Life on Mars... / by Hubertus Strughold [Weltraumfahrt 1952/1] <with portraits>
“Life on other planets” [Information please almanac 1962]
“For your information : Life without gravity” [Gal. 15/3(1958.i) 58-69]
“ “ : “ “ . German. (“Wissenswertes : Leben ohne Schwerkraft” [Galaxis 9:43-52])
“Limulus and Latimeria” <original title “Living fossils of the sea: Limulus...”>
“The little people” [Exotic zoology...]; [Salamanders...]
“Living in orbit” [Spaceworld 1/5(1961.i) 21-23, 55-58]
“Living fossil from 300 million years ago” [Science digest 40(1936.vii) 11-15]
“Living fossils of the sea: Limulus and Latimeria” [The lungfish...] <later publ. under title “Limulus and Latimeria” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]

! “The long history of space travel” [pp.1-11 in Ten steps into space : a series of lectures sponsored by the Franklin Institute, March-May 1948, in Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Journal of the Franklin Institute, monograph no.6, 1958) x,202pp.,24cm. brochure
<announced to be delivered (1958.iii.4) [Doylestown (Pa.) Intelligencer (1958.i.30)]>
“Looking into space” <broadside>
“Is there life on other planets?”
“Will the first man to man a space station rule the world?”

? Luftschutz-A B C

von Willy Ley ||||||
<review: [Das neue Fahrzeug no.1:7-8]>

!

“Landscapes of other worlds : Luna-goddess of love” [Amazing stories (1942.v) 256]
“Lunar colony must be a closed ecology” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 3/5(1964.x.19) 18]

! The lungfish and the unicorn : an excursion into romantic zoology

illus. (New
York: Modern Age, 1941) 305pp.,22cm. light blue boards, red lettering d-w
<“Some of the chapters of this book...have been published--in very much shortened and condensed versions--in various magazines...” “Professor Gustav Wolf...kindly contributed a number
of drawings.”>
“The frontiers of zoology”
“The legend of the unicorn”
“ ‘There were giants in those days’ ”
“The basilisk and Jenny Haniver”
“The great unknown of the seas”
“Rumors and shadows”
“The dragon of the Ishtar gate”
“Urus, wisent, and bison”
“The saga of the Geirfugl”
“The curious case of the giant sloth”
“As dead as the dodo”
“Living fossils of the sea: Limulus and Latimeria”
“A century of platypus”
“The lungfish makes history”
“The story of Gondwanaland”

!

“ “ (London/New York: Hutchinson’s Scientific and Technical Publications, 1948)

!

“ “ (New York: Modern Age, 1948) x pp.,pp.11-254,19cm. blue boards, gold lettering

254pp.,19cm. light blue boards, red lettering d-w
d-w

! The lungfish, the dodo & the unicorn : an excursion into romantic zoology

[new ed.,

!

!
!

publ.

compl. rev. and considerably enl., of The lungfish and the unicorn] illus. (New York:
Viking, 1948) x[3]361pp.,22cm. orange boards, gold lettering d-w <essays added to
the 1st ed. in this are shown by the symbol ‘+’; changes in titles are shown in italics>
“The borderlines of zoology”
+ “Duration and order of geological periods” <not in German>
“The legend...”
“ ‘There were giants...’ ”
+ “ ‘...and dragons living in caves’ ”
“The basilisk...”
+ “The vegetable animals”
+ “The story of the Kraken” <not in German>
“The great unknown...”
“Rumors...”
“The dragon...”
“Urus, ...”
+ “The almost unknown wild horse”
“The saga...”
“The curious case...”
“As dead...”
“Limulus and Latimeria” <beginning of title omitted>
“A century...”
“The lungfish that made history”
+ “New Zealand interlude”
+ “Two-thumbed teddybear”
+ “The origin of the mammal”
+ “African rhapsody”
<“The story of Gondwanaland” omitted>
German. Drachen, Riesen, Ra“tseltiere : entra“tselte Mythen ra“tselhafte Wirklichkeit illus. tr. by Lilo and Adolf Zaenkert (Stuttgart: Kosmos, 1953) 403[3]pp.,22cm.
green boards, gold lettering <subtitle in Deutsches Literatur-Lexikon, v.9 (Bern/Muenchen:
Francke, 1984), col.1345: seltsame Tiere von gestern und heute : die Geschichte ihrer Entdeckung; tr. from the rev. ed., 1948 (which see for contents)>
Italian. Dall’ unicorno al mostro di Loch Ness : un’ escursione nella zoologia
romantica tr. by Bruno M. Oddera (Milano: Bompiani, 1951) (=Avventura del pensiero, LXXVI) brochure: tan, black and red lettering
Spanish. El pez pulmonado, el dodo’ y el unicorno : una excursio’n por la zoologi’a fanta’stica tr. Jose’ Banfi / Alfredo B. Besio (Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1963)
360pp.,23cm. green boards, gold lettering
“The lungfish makes history” [Natural history 37(1936.iv) 362-366]; [The lungfish...] <later
under title “The lungfish that made history” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]>
“The magic bullet” [Astounding science fiction (1940.iv) 85]
“For your information : The magic mountain” [Gal. 145(1057.ix) 69-71]
“Magnets set up currents, latest find” [Science digest 15(1944.iv) 65-66]
“For your information : Mail by rocket” [Gal. 8/5(1954.viii) 44-51]
“ “ : Mail on Atlantis” [Gal. 16/6(1958.x) 56-59]
“The mammal from the permafrost” [Dragons in amber...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“For your information : The man I didn’t meet” [Gal. 19/6(1961.viii) 131-137]; [For your information...]

! Walt Disney, Man in space : a tomorrowland adventure

adapted for school use by Willy

Ley
illus. with color photographs and production art drawings by Nino Carbe (Syracuse (N.Y.):

L.
W. Singer, 1959) 48pp.,20cm. illus. brochure
for

<“The man in the moon will be meeting a man in the moon before the end of the century” <lecture
[Evendale (O.) Management Association (1958.ii.15) [General Electric News (Evendale
Plant) (10/2(1958.i.10)]; [York (Pa.) Country Club (1958.ii.20)]; [Sangamon County
(Ill.) Medical Association (1958.v.1) [Illinois state journal (1958.v.2) 1,4-5]]>
“Man invades space; and The International Geophysical Year” [Information please almanac
(1958)]
“The man-eating tree of Madagascar” <also publ. as “The island of the man-eating tree”> [Salamanders...]
“For your information : The man-made island” [Gal. 20/2(1961.xii) 79-89]
<“ “ : The man made land” [title as on contents-page] see “For your information : The home-made
land”>
“Man-made satellites” s.v. Adventures in space

? [ |||||| ] in Richard R. Landers, Man’s place in the dybosphere (Englewood Cliffs
(N.J.), Prentice-Hall, 1967) ||||||

! Mariner IV to Mars (New York: New American Library, 1966)
!
!

[first printing]
157pp.,18cm. (=Signet science library, P2932) paperback
Portuguese. A conquista de marte tr. by Luis Gomes Ribiero (Rio de Janeiro: Bloch,
1967) (=Colecao~ universo) 138[1]pp.,23cm. paperback
Vietnamese. Phi thuye^n Mariner IV tha’m hie^m Ho`a-tinh... [no tr. mentioned] illus.
(Saigon: Zie^n-Ho”ng, 1968) 183pp.,20cm. paperback
“For your information : Mars” [Gal. 5/2(1952.xi) 102-104]

! Mars der Kriegsplanet
!

mit 16 Abbildungen (Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1927)
55[1]pp.,17cm. (=Lehrmeister-Bu”cherei 865-866) paper covers
<review: [Die Rakete 1:111]>

<”Mars or bust! Willy Ley, oracle of the space age, comes to Pittsburgh...” <not published?> [Pittsburgh Press (1957.xii.29) 12-13]>
“Landscapes of other worlds : Mars--planet of war” [Amazing stories (1942.iv) 256]

! “A Martian adventure” [pp.172-223 in Groff Conklin, ed. Great science fiction by
scientists “first ed.” (New York: Collier, 1962) (=A Collier books original)
313pp.,18cm. paperback]
!

<review [of the macrodocument]: [Gal. 21/2(1962.xii) 193]>
Italian. [pp.249-[329] in Racconti di fantascienze scritti dagli scienziati tr. by
Paola Francioli / Elena Lante Rospigliosi (Milano: Rizzoli, 1965) 457[6]pp.,22cm.
purple boards, silver lettering d-w]
“For your information : ‘The Martian space stations’ ” [Gal. 6/6(1953.ix) 63-65]
“ “ : Martin Schongauer’s dragontree” [Gal. 28/1(1969.ii) 137-139
“ “ : Mathematical notes on seven-league boots” [Gal. 19/4(1961.iv) 80-82]
“A matter of taste” [Astounding science fiction (1944.i) 86]
“Mayday, mayday...astronauts stranded in space...rescue, rescue : ingenious ways to save ‘shipwrecked’ spacemen” [Family weekly 1966.vii.31]
“Max Valier and the rocket-propelled airplane” [Gal. (1969.v)]
“For your information : Mea culpa” [Gal. 6/6(1953.ix) 68-69]

“Measuring the speed of bullets” [Science digest 11(1942.v) 83-84]
“The road to space travel : Medicine and space travel” [Startling stories (1949.ix) 137]
“Medusa was an octopus” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 6/1(1944.iii) 22-23]

! “Introduction” [pp.5-10 in Martin Greenberg, ed. Men against the stars (New
York: Gnome, 1950) 351pp.,22cm. grey boards, purple spine, silver lettering d-w]
“Men of space. U. Andres” [New outlook 164(1934.x) 28-29]
“Landscapes of other worlds : Mercury--the fire world” [Amazing stories (1942.viii) 86]
“The meteorite craters” [Astounding science fiction 48/1(1951.xi) 83-102]

! The meteorite craters

illus. John Bierhorst (New York: Weybright and Talley, 1968)
viii,135pp.,22cm. orange boards, blue lettering d-w

“The meteoric stream” [Gal. 2/6(1951.ix) 43-51]
“For your information : ‘Midnight marvels’ ” [Gal. 10/2(1955.v) 70-81]
“Missiles over the sea” [Gal. 1/6(1951.iii) 43-51]

! Missiles, moonprobes and megaparsecs

illus. (New York: New American Library,
1964) (=Signet science library, P2445) 189pp.,19cm. paperback
Spanish. Proyectiles, sondas lunares y megaparsecs tr. by Jose’ Meza Nieto (Mexico (D.F.): Dianna, 1966) 189[3]pp.,18cm. paperback
“The missile and the future ; The conquest of space” <ad showing W.L.’s availability for lectures
through the W. Colston Leigh, inc. agency> <2d item identical to the version published inColorado
quarterly?>

!

“Missiles, moons and spaceships : rocket expert’s space series starts today” [Los Angeles Times
(1957.xi.10)]
“For your information : Missing ingredient” [Gal. 12/6(1956.x) 72-76]
“ “ : Mission to a comet” [Gal. 27/2(1968.x) 101-110]
“Wissenswertes : Mitternachtswunder” [Galaxis 15:116-127] <begins Anl“asslich eines Gespra“ches...W. Churchill...; (?)about sea monsters>

? Die Mo”glichkeit der Weltraumfahrt : allgemeinversta”ndliche Beitra”ge zum
Raumschiffahrtsproblem / von...Hermann Oberth, ...Franz v. Hoefft, ...Walter
Hohmann, ...Karl Debus, ...Guido von Pirquet und ...Fr. W. Sander, hrsg. von /Willy Ley;
mit 70 Abbildungen (Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1928) viii,344pp.,24cm. beige
boards d-w Ciancone 134 Huebner 699
“For your information : Monsters of the deep” [Gal. 17/3(1959.ii) 94-105]
“Monuments to the past” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 3/4(1942.ix) [66]-71]
“ “ : The moon contract” [Gal. 14/3(1957.vii) 61-68]
“Moon, despite all we know of it, still is land of mystery” [Minneapolis [morning] Tribune 3/2(1964
.ix.28) 14]
“For your information : Moon rocket” [Gal. 14/3(1957.vii) 68-71]
“Moon mysteries” [Astounding science fiction (1944.xii) 104]
“For your information : Moon of Venus” [Gal. 4/4(1962.viii) 81-83]
“ “ : The moon worm” [Gal. 19/2(1960.xii) 56-62]; [For your information...]
“ “ : More about Pluto” [Gal. 5/5(1953.ii) 70]
“More on C-14” [Gal. 4/6(1952.ix) 94]
“More on moons” [Gal. 45(1952.viii) 56-57]
“For your information : More pi” [Gal. 5/4(1953.i) 78-79]
“ “ : More prime numbers” [Gal. 7/1(1953.x) 85-86]

“ “ : Motor or engine?” [Gal. 7/3(1953.xii) 54-55]
“ “ : The mountain boomer” [Gal. 10/5(1955.viii) 73-75]
“Murder in outer space” [Space world 1/11(1961.x) 12-15, 63-64]
“For your information : The mutant of the iron horse” [Gal. 12/2(1956.vi) 49-61]
“ “ : My friend, the nautilus” [Gal. 27/4(1968.xi) 122-133]
“Mysteries of the solar system” [Space world 1/3(1960.ix) 24-25, 60-64]

* Lloyd Mallan, ed. The mystery of other worlds revealed

illus. Greenwich (Conn.):

Fawcett, 1952 143pp.,24cm. illus. paper covers Ciancone 149
“From the moon to Mars” ([50]-59)
“Communication with other worlds” ([68]-73)
“Possibilities for an invasion base on the moon” (114-117)
“The mystery of the tiny planets” [Science digest 36(1954.xii) 76-80]
“The mystery plant from Kyrene” [For your information..., “Collector’s miscellany”]
“The mystic unicorn” [Nature magazine 27(1936.ii) 78-79]
“For your information : Names in the sky” [Gal. 20/5(1962.vi) 38-50]; [For your information...]
“ “ : The names of the constellations” [Gal. 22/2(1963.xii) 90-95]
“ “ : The names of the elements” [Gal. 10/5(1955.viii) 75-78]
“ “ : The names of the Russian satellites” [Gal. 26/2(1967.xii) 119-120]
“NASA shapes up” [Space world 2/2(1962.i) 31-33 <in the series “Spaceways : a newsletter...”>]
“Natura artis magistra” [Salamanders...]
“The nearly always useful ‘bean curve’ ” <also published as (?)> [Gal. 26/2(1967.xii) 120-(?)];
[For your information...]
“Landscapes of other worlds : Neptune--world of ice” [Amazing stories (1942.x) 202]
“For your information : New (or very old) numbers” [Gal. 8/2(1954.v) 98-101]
“New Zealand interlude” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]
<“News and notes of books and bookmen” <interview> Viking Press (1957.vi) [2-pp. flyer]>
“For your information : News of Atlantis” [Gal. 16/2(1958.vi) 57-67]
“The next five years in space” [Popular mechanics 127(1968.xii) 93-97 +]
“The road to space travel : The next twelve years” [Startling stories (1949.v) 116]
“The next twenty-five years in space” [Science digest 51(1962.i) 61-66]
“ “ : No longer imaginary” [Gal. 13/1(1956.xi) 47-59]
“ “ : The not quite perennial phyllopod” [Gal. 10/5(1955.viii) 68-73]
“ “ : Note to correspondents” [Gal. 16/6(1958.x) 61-62]
“ ‘Nous serons sue la Lune en 1968’, propos de Wernher von Braun recueillis par W. L. [Science
et vie no.547(1963.iv) 162-169] <an interview>
“For your information : The observatory on the moon” [Gal. 23/5(1965.vi) 132-143]; [For your
information...] <followed by responses by Donald H. Menzel (same title, pp.143-146) & Robert S.
Richardson (“An eye for Selene”, pp.146-150>

“The old ones” [Astounding science fiction (1943/v) 88]; [Salamanders...]
“For your information : The oldest ‘prediction’ ” [Gal. 9/1(1954.x) 62-64]
On earth and in the sky s.v. For your information : on earth and in the sky

(Ore.)

<[technical adviser to] “Meier & Frank’s ‘On to Mars’, missile and satellite show”, Portland
Auditorium, (1958.vi.3.-6); “Special lectures by Mr. Willy Ley Monday June 2nd, ... Fri.
June 6th” <not published?> [Oregon Journal (1958.vi.1) A-7]>
“For your information : On with the dodo hunt!” [Gal. 15/1(1957.xi) 43-53]
“ “ : One planet, one language” [Gal. 18/2(1960.ii) 102-107]
“ “ : One world -- one language” [Gal. 19/5(1961.vi) 40-43]
“ “ : Orbit around the sun” [Gal. 17/6(1959.viii) 63-70]
“ “ : The orbit of Explorer-1” [Gal. 27/3(1968.x) 93-102]
“ “ : The orbit of the Vanguard Satellite” [Gal. 15/5(1958.iii) 73-81]

“Orbit XXIII-H” [Astounding science fiction (1938.ix) 17]
“For your information : The orbital (unmanned) satellite vehicle [Gal. 10/4(1955.vii) 70-78]
“Orbits around the sun” [Space world1/2 (1960.vii) 12-13]
“For your information : The orbits of the comets” [Gal. 25/4(1967.iv) 55-58]
“Orbits, take-offs and landings” [Astounding science fiction (1938.viii) 125]
“For your information : The origin of flight” [Gal. 20/2(1961.xii) 84-87]
“The origin of the mammal” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]
“The original inventor of recording tape” [For your information..., “Collector’s miscellany”]
“The other end of the trajectory” [Astounding science fiction 41/5(1948.xii) 63-72]
“For your information : The other side of the moon” [Gal. 11/4(1956.ii) 44-53]
“ “ . German. “Wissenswertes : Die andere Seite des Mondes” [Galaxis 1:115-124]
“ “ : Our capsizing earth” [Gal. 13/4(1957.ii) 108-112]
“Our gunnery tops Japs’ ” [Science digest 13(1943.ii) 85-86]
“ “ : Our missile arsenal” [Gal. 14/4(1957.viii) 73-83]

! Hahn, Otto Otto Hahn : a scientific autobiography

ed. and tr. by Willy Ley (New
York: Scribner, 1966) xxiv,296pp.,24cm. white boards, black/red lettering d-w

“Our cockeyed calendar” [Science digest 37(1955.iii) 24-29]
“Our growing missile arsenal” [Science digest 42(1947.ix) 26-31]
“Our timetable to space” [Fate 11/3(1958.iii) 19-26]
“Our turbulent atmosphere” [Astounding science fiction 45/1(1950.iii) 124-138]
“ “ (Conclusion)” [Astounding science fiction 45/2(1950.iv) 117-132]

! Our work in space

illus. (New York: Macmillan / London: Collier- Macmillan,1964) 143[1]pp.,22cm. black boards, green/purple lettering d-w
“ “ (Delhi: National Publishing House, 1967) [“first Indian reprint”] 143[1]pp.,22cm.

!
!

white boards, grey spine, white/black/pink lettering d-w
Arabic. ? (? 1967)
Burmese. |||||| ||||||
Portuguese. O trabalho no espac,o tr. by Ronaldo Se’rgio de Biasi (Rio de Janeiro:
Record, 1965) 114[1]pp.,22cm. illus boards
Spanish. Nuestra tarea en el espacio tr. by Manuel Barbe’ra (Buenos Aires: Plaza
& Janes, 1966) 157pp.,18cm. paperback
“For your information : Our zone of action” [Gal. 28/3(1969.iv) 189-191]
“ “ : A pangolin is a pangolin” [Gal. (1967.viii)]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“The Paris gun” [Astounding science fiction (1942.x) 50]
“For your information : The phases of the moon” [Gal. 28/3(1969.iv) 191-192]
“ “ : Pi” [Gal. 5/1(1952.x) 89]
“ “ : Picture writing in our time” [Gal. 129<read ‘29’>/1(1969.ix) 104-106]
“ “ : Pinwheels under water” [Gal. 19/2(1960.xii) 69-71]
“Pioneer scientist in the East Indies” [Travel 82(1944.iv) 15-17 +]
“The planet that wasn’t” [Gal. 4/6(1952.ix) 94-96]

! Planets

illus. (Garden City: Nelson Doubleday, 1961) 64pp.,21(?)cm. (=Doubleday
science service) paperback

“The plurality of worlds” [Astounding science fiction (1944.ii) 112]

! The poles

/ by Willy Ley and the editors of Time-Life Books illus. (New York: Time, 1962)
(=Life nature library) 192pp.,28cm. illus. boards

““
““
?

!
!

!

!

!

!

[rev. ed.] (New York: Time-Life Books, 1968) 192pp.,28cm. ||||||
2d ed. illus. (Alexandria (Va.): Time-Life Books, 1977) ||||||
German. Die Pole tr. by F. Gewecke (||||||: ||||||, 1974) [not seen]
Italian. I poli [“1. ed.”] [no tr. mentioned] (Milano: Mondadori, 1963) (=Life-epoca)
191pp.,28cm. |||||
Spanish. Los polos [no tr. mentioned] (Mexico: Time-Life International, 1967)
(=Coleccion de la naturaleza de Life en Espan~ol) 192pp.,28cm. ||||||
“Possibilities for an invasion base on the moon” [The mystery of other world revealed]
“Power plants of tomorrow” <actual (sub)titles of articles are filed on, rather than on the
category-title “P. p. o. t.”>
“Prelude to aviation” [Salamanders...]; [Exotic zoology...]
“Principles of space flight” [Exploring the universe]
“Printing history of Immanuel Kant’s cosmological works ” [Kant’s cosmogony]
“Project Rover” [Space world 1/7(1961.iv) 20-23,54]
“For your information : Project Vanguard” [Gal. 12/5(1956.x) 65-75]
“Pseudoscience in Naziland” [Astounding science fiction 39/3(1947.v) 90-98]
“Psychotomy” / by Kurd Lasswitz, tr. by Willy Ley [Magazine of fantasy and science fiction 9/1
(1955.vii) 102-110]
“The push for pushbutton warfare” [Astounding science fiction 40/1(1947.ix) 87-105]
“Power plants of tomorrow : Putting the moon on the job” [Astounding science fiction (1938.iii)
108]
“Prelude to engineering” [Astounding science fiction (1941.viii)]
“For your information : Project Vanguard” [Gal. 12/5(1956.ix) 65-71]
“Pseudoscience in Naziland” [Astounding science fiction (1947.v) 90]
“The push for pushbutton warfare” [Astounding science fiction (1947.ix) 87]
“For your information : The puzzle called Gegenschein” [Gal. 19/4(1961.iv) 74-79]
“Quel oiseau fut le Waldrapp de Gesner” [La Nature 65/pt.1(1937.ii.1)]
“The quest for Africa’s unknown animals” [Travel 85(1945.x)16-19 +] <abr. as “Hunting : Africa’s unknown animals” [ |||||| ]>
“Question box” [Space world 1/12+(1961.xi +) <usually p.8>]
“For your information : Questions and answers” <all others in the same format are to be found under the title
“For your information : Any questions?”> [Gal. 21/4(1963.iv) 133-137]
“Radar : electronic watchdog” [New republic 113(1945.xi.12) 641-142]
“Raketenpost und Raketenmarken : zur Geschichte einer Idee” [Weltraumfahrt 5(1954.iv) 35-41]
<with portrait with von Braun>
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”,
13/6(1954.xi) 354 (item 272) under title ‘Rocket post and rocket stamps’ [in German]]>
“Raketensensationen?” [Astronomische Rundschau : Beilage 1938/2 III-V]

! Ranger to the Moon (New York: New American Library, 1958) [1st printing]
!
!

(=Sig-

net science library, P2668) xvi,127pp.,19cm. ||||||
Burmese. |||||| (|||||| : Guide Daily Press, 1965) ||||||
Hindi. |||||| (Allahabad: Vora, 1965) ||||||
“The rarest animals” [Gal. (1964.xii)]
“Red feathers” [Gal. 5/1(1952.x) 86-89]
“For your information : The re-designed solar system” [Gal. 24/4(1966.iv) 126-136]; [Another
look at Atlantis...]
“Relearning science; and Cues to current concepts” [Information please almanac 1960]
“For your information : Remnants of the Sarmatian Sea” [Gal.16/1 (1958.v) 59-68]
“ “ : Re-take on the December column” <see “For your information : Pinwheels under water”>

[Gal. 19/5(1061.vi) 43-48]
“The return of a native” [Dragons in amber...]
“The return of the urus” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 3/4(1941.xii) 113-116 <begins “When Sir Arthur Conan Doyle...”>]
“The road to space travel” <actual (sub)titles of articles are filed on, rather than on the categorytitle “R. t. s. t.”>
“For your information : The robin that hit the bottle” [Gal. 4/1(1952.iv) 85-87]
“Roc of ages” [Nature magazine 26(1935.xii) 344 +]
“Rocket artillery” [Astounding science fiction (1944.iv) 104]
“For your information : Rocket fuels” [Gal. 9/1(1954.x) 68-71]
“Rocket guns, latest weapons” [Science digest 14(1943.xi) 84-86]
“Rocket mail” [Space world 1/12(1961.xi) [42]-43, 50-51, 53-54]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 13/
354 (item 272)]>
“Rocket to London” [Rotarian 92(1958.i) 40-43]
“Rocket to the moon : scientist says experiments may make dream a fact” [Newsweek 23(1943.v.
.22) 80 +]
“Rocketeering or the hunting of a canard” [Flight 31(1937.v) 534-535]
“Rocketry : an old art that flared anew” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 2/10(1963.xi.18) 16]
“Rockets” [Thrilling wonder stories 10/3(1937.xii) ||||||] <offered for $45 by “Books from the crypt”>
“Rockets” [Scientific American 180(1949.v) 30-39]

! Rockets

illus. (Garden City: Nelson Doubleday, 1960) 64pp.,21cm. (=Doubleday
science service) paperback

“Rockets and missiles” [The 1966 Compton yearbook, p.390]
<“Rockets and space ships” <lecture for Academy of Stomatology of Philadelphia (1956.xii.11)>>
<not published?>

<“Rockets and space travel” <lecture for Esso Standard Oil Co. dinner, Baton Rouge (1957.xii. 4>>
<not published?>

? “Introduction” [pp.|||||| in Jack Coggins / Fletcher Pratt, Rockets, jets, guided missiles and space travel |||||| ]
!

<review by Heinz Gartmann: [Weltraumfahrt 1952/2]>

! Rockets : the future of travel beyond the stratosphere
!
!

!

illus. (New York: Viking,
1944) [2d printing] xi,297pp.,22cm. light blue boards |||||| Ciancone 136a
“ “ ( |||||| : Sidgwick & Jackson(?), |||||| ) dark blue boards, orange lettering d-w
“ “ 3d printing with additional material illus. (New York: Viking, 1945) viii,295pp.,22cm.
light blue boards, red/blue lettering d-w
Italian. I razzi : l’avvenire della navigazione ultrastratosferica illus. trad. dall’inglese
di M.F. e Bruno Oddera (Milano: Bompiani. 1948) 425pp.,21cm. (=Avventure del
pensiero 60) ||||||
Ciancone 136c
Spanish. Cohetes : el futuro de los viajes ma’s alla’ estratosfera illus. trad. de Jose’
Novo Cerro (Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1947) (=Nueva ciencia, nueva te’cnica)
380pp.,20cm. <incl. material from Rockets and space travel> |||||| Ciancone 136b

! Rockets and space travel : the future of flight beyond the stratosphere “Revised and
enlarged ed. of Rockets : the future...; 2d printing with additional material” illus. (New
York: Viking, 1947) viii,374pp.,22cm. orange boards, |||||| lettering Ciancone 137a
“ “ “second printing with additional material” (New York: Viking, 1948) |||||| orange
boards, black lettering d-w

?
!

“ “ (London: Chapman & Hall, 1948) ||||||, black lettering Ciancone 137b
German. Vorstoss ins Weltall : Rakete und Raumschiffahrt illus. (Wien: Universum, 1949 [i.e., 1948]) 391pp.,22cm. orange boards, blue spine, |||||| d-w Ciancone
137c Huebner 391 [not seen]
<“Rockets during the IGY and after” <lecture for RESA Club (1958.ii.10)> <not published? also listed s.v.
“What do the I.G.Y. and the earth satellites mean to you?”; identical(?) to “The conquest of outer space:
what do the I.G.Y. and the earth satellite mean to you?>

“Rockets into space” [Science digest 41(1957.i) 64-70]

? “Introduction” [pp.|||||| in Jack Coggins and Fletcher Pratt, Rockets, jets, guided missiles and space ships intro. by Willy Ley (New York: Random House, 1951) 60pp.]
<review: [Gal. 3/4(1952.i) 118]>

! Rockets, missiles, and space satellites” [pp.[374]-383 in Leonard Engel, ed. World of
modern science : a treasury (New York: Dell, 1956) 383[1]pp.,17cm. paperback]

! Rockets, missiles and space travel
!

!

[Kansas

[rev. ed. of Rockets and space travel : the future...]
illus. (New York: Viking, 1951) xii,436pp.,22cm. blue boards, yellow lettering d-w
Ciancone 139a
<review by G. Loeser: [Weltraumfahrt : Beitraege zur Weltraumforschung und Astronautik (1951/5) 120]>
<review: [Gal. 3/1(1951.x) 69-70]>
<review by David L. Fox: [Pacific Rocket Society bulletin 5/5(1952.v.2) 6-7]>
<review: [Publishers weekly (1957.vi.24); (1957.vii.1); (1957.x.21)]>
<review by Frank O’Neill “Travel notes for moon-goers” [Cleveland (O.) News (1957.
.vii.15)]>
<review by Allen S. Wood “Third revision of history of rocket devices” [Boston (Mass.)
Herald (1957.vii.21)]>
<review by George W. Earley “March to the stars” [Hartford (Conn.) Courant (1957.
.viii.4)]>
<review by Roger Swanton “Fantastic possibilities are seen in space exploration”
City (Mo.) Times (1957.viii.10)]>
<review: [Aviation week (1957.viii.12)]>
<review by Allen S. Wood “Third revision of history of rocket devices” [Boston (Mass.)
Herald (1957.vii.21)]>
<review: “Space travel” [Aeronautical engineering review (1957.ix) 173]>
<review [Rutland (Vt.) Herald (1957.ix.3)]>
<review [Library journal (1957.ix.15)]>
<review by Leo A. Codd: [Ordnance (Washington, D.C.) (1957.ix-x) 346]>
<review: [Booklist (Chicago) (1957.x.15)]>
<review: [Syracuse (N.Y.) Post-Standard (1957.x.21)]
<offered in: [Natural history book club news 7/9 <no date (1957?)> 1-3]>
<Science Book Club gift offer [New York Times Book Review (1957.xi.10) 35]>
<ad: [New York Herald Tribune book review (1957.xii.1)]>
<review by Vermont Royster “”Rocketry : pathway to the stars” [Wall Street Journal
(1957.xii.2)] >
<review by David Dietz “It’s a timely year for science books” [Cleveland (O.) Plain
dealer (1957.xii.3)]>
<review by Luther Nichols “What space can tell us” [San Francisco Examiner (1958. .
i.22)]>
<review: [Louisville Courier-Journal (1958.i.26)]>
<review “No sign of Brennschluss” [Frontier (1958.i) 18-19]>
<review: [Westbury (N.Y.) Times (1958.ii.13)]>

!
!

!
!
?

<review by Ella Pimentel “Interest in scientific books increases” [Napa (Cal.) Register
(1958.ii.15)]>
<review by Don Fabun “Sputniks have got the publishers staring into outer space” [San
Francisco Chronicle (1958.iii.9)]>
<wins award from Infinity science fiction magazine [New York Herald Tribune
(1958.iv.6); Publishers weekly (1958.iv.21); Writer’s digest (Cincinnati, O.)
(1958.vi)]>
<review by Thomas S. Gardner: [Scientific monthly <no date (1958?)>]>
“ “ illus. (London: Chapman & Hall, 1951) [2d ed.] 436pp.,||||||cm. black boards,
yellow lettering d-w Ciancone 139b
<review: [Romford (Eng.) Recorder (1958.ii.14)]>
<review: [Engineer (London) 1958.iii.7]>
<review by J. G. S.: [The aeroplane (London) (1958.iii.21)]>
<review by G McN “Plenty of space” [Aeronautics (London) (1958.v)]>
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 17/7
(1960.i.-ii) 227 (item 1526)]>
“ “ [4th printing, with additional material] illus. (New York: Viking, 1952) xii,412,
412 A-G,413-436pp.,fold.chart,22cm. blue boards, yellow lettering d-w
“ “ “rev. and enl. ed.” illus. (New York: Viking, 1957) xv,528pp.,22cm. grey boards,
red lettering d-w Ciancone 140a
“ “ “rev. and enl. ed.” illus. (London: Chapman & Hall, 1957(?)) xv,528pp.,22cm.
|||||| Ciancone 140b
“ “ “rev. and enl. ed., with additional satellite data” [on d-w: “with Sputnik data”] illus. (New
York: Viking, 1958) xvi,528pp.,22cm. grey boards, red lettering d-w
<review: [Gal. 15/6(1958.iv) 85]
“ “ “rev. and enl. for the 1960’s” [on d-w: “with new data on the space age”] illus. (New
York: Viking, 1961) xviii,556pp.,22cm. lavender boards, red lettering d-w
French. *Vers la conque^te des mondes [no tr. mentioned] illus. (Paris: AmiotDumont, ?1953) |||||| Ciancone 139c

! Rockets, missiles and space travel / written and directed by Willy Ley (author of the
book of the same title), with the voices of Von Braun, [Gen.] Dornberger, [Krafft] Ehricke,
[Gen.] Yates, [Col Stevens, B.G. MacNab, Capt. Griffin, Lt. Passi, Col. Stapp, Prof. Cooper, Gen.
Schriever narration by Arthur Hannes] (New York: Vox Productions [produced by Ward
Botsford], 1958) one 33RPM 12in. LP disc, 2sides, in illus. double slipcase

! Rockets, missiles and men in space
!

“newly rev. and expanded ed. of Rockets, missiles and
space travel” illus. (New York: Viking, 1968) xvii,557pp.,25cm. dark blue boards,
light blue/silver lettering d-w
“ “ (New York: New American Library, 1969) [1st printing] (=Signet non-fiction,
W3889) xvii,19-668[4]pp.,18cm. paperback
“Rockets to the moon” [Newsweek 29(1947.iii.29) 64]

! [ed. &] “Introduction” [p.5 in Jack *Coggins / Fletcher Pratt, *Rockets, satellites[,]
and space travel illus. (New York: Random, 1958)] 64pp.,29cm. illus. blue boards,
yellow/light blue lettering d-w
“For your information : Rotating luminous wheels in the sea” [Gal. 20/6(1962.viii) 101-114]
“The round-the-world bomber” [Thrilling wonder stories (1950.viii) 99]
“Rumors and shadows” [The lungfish...]

“The sad story of the lying stones” [Nature magazine 31(1938.i) 27-28]
“The saga of the Geirfugl” [Natural history]; [The lungfish...]
“Salamanders and other wonders” [Gal. (1956.i)]

! Salamanders and other wonders : still more adventures of a romantic naturalist
with illus. by Olga Ley (New York: Viking, 1955) x[1]293pp.,22cm. green boards,
gold lettering d-w
“Cave salamanders and high politics”
“The little people”
“Natura artis magistra”
“The abominable snowmen”
“Prelude to aviation”
“The tree of death”
“The man-eating tree of Madagascar”
“The emperor’s arcanum magnum”
“The case of the cahow”
“The Waldrapp of Switzerland”
“The furry old man of the sea”
“The old ones”
“Sequence and duration of geological periods”
<review: [Gal. 11/3(1956.i) 90]>
<review: [Peru (Ind.) Tribune (1957.ix.14)]>
“Satellite in orbit does a great balancing act” [Sunday bulletin (Philadelphia) (1964.v.3) VB8]
“Satellite jobs : communication, navigation, weather” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune 1/13(1963
.xii.16) 20]

! Satellites, rockets, and outer space

illus. (New York: New American Library, 1958)
[1st printing] (=Signet key book, KS360) [11]-128pp.,18cm. paperback
<review: [New York Times (1958.iii.24)]>
<review by Frank A. Dickson: [Anderson (S.C.) Independent (1958.vi.7)]>
<review: [Fresno (Cal.) Bee (1958.vi.22)]>
“ “ newly rev. (New York: New American Library 1962) [3d printing] (=Signet key
book, P2218) xv[17]-129pp.,18cm. paperback
! Arabic. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] <no illus.> ([Beirut?]: Dar Assakafah, 1961)
181[1]pp.,20cm.
illus. paper covers
! Chinese. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] <no illus.> (Hong Kong: World Today Press, 1960)
[13]143pp.,18cm. decorations illus. paper covers
! Korean. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] illus. (Seoul: Tomgu Dang, 1964) (?)118[1]pp.,|||||| ||||||
! Norwegian. Spranget ut i rommet med forord av Erik Tankberg : [tr.] til Norsk ved Eirik
Aksel Larsen illus. (Oslo: Norske Samlaget, 1963) (=Orion-bo/kene, 13) ||||||
illus. blue boards, white lettering
!
Pak-Bengali. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] illus. (Dacca: Student Ways, [no date]) 167pp.,23cm.

||||||
!
!
!

Tamil. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] |||||| (Madras: Palaniappa Bros., 1962) viii,222pp.,18cm.
paperback
Telugu. |||||| [no tr. mentioned] <no illus.> (Vijayawada: Mandali, 1961) 152[iv]pp.,18cm.
paperback
Urdu. |||||| tr. by Manohar Sahai Anwar <no illus.> (New Delhi: Indian Academy, 1960)
132pp.,||||||cm.
“Landscapes of other world : Saturn--world of rings” [Amazing stories (1942.vii) 154]

“For your information : Scheherazade’s island” [Gal. 24/6(1966.viii) 45-55]
“Science and Pravda [truth]” [Astounding science fiction 44/4(1949.xii) 96-111]
“For your information : Scientific journey” [Gal. 6/5(1953.viii) 68-78]

! “Die Schwierigkeiten des ersten Schrittes” [pp.107-125 in *Station in Weltraum
(Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1953)] 150pp.,28cm. black boards, green spine, black lettering
“Science and space age news” [Information please almanac (1964)]

! Science fiction in our time : conversations among Ray Bradbury, Isaac Asimov, Arch
Oboler, A. E. Van Vogt, and Willy Ley : writers discuss science fiction as a unique literary
genre (Tucson (Ariz.): Living Literature, 1969) [sound cassette] 47min. (=Styles of
fiction) (=Worlds of tomorrow)
“For your information : Scientific journey” [Gal. 6/5(1953.viii) 68-76]
“Scylla was a squid” [Natural history 48/1(1941.vi) 11-13]
“Sea of mystery” [Astounding science fiction (1943.vi) 97]
“The search for zero” (I & II) [Astounding science fiction (1940.x) 122]
“For your information : Second trip to Venus” [Gal. 6/4(1953.vii) 75-82]
“The secret giant” [Astounding science fiction (1945.vii) 101]
“Secret of sun’s brightness : its ability to transform matter into energy” [Minneapolis [morning]
tribune 4/6(1965.x.25) 14]
“The secret of the blue earth” [Dragons in amber...]
“The secrets of Enoch” [For your information...]
“See Earth first” <guest editorial> [Startling stories (1939.vii) 13]
“For your information : The selective epidemic” [Gal. 15/5(1958.iii) 81-82]
“Sequence and duration of geological periods” [Salamanders...]; [Exotic zoology...] <also publ.
under title “Duration and order of geological periods”>
“Sergeant Terry Bull’s terrible weapons” [Astounding science fiction (1941.xii) 76]
“For your information : The 7-cornered polygon” [Gal. 7/6(1954.ii) 66-72]
“The seven follies of science” [Amazing stories (1943.i) 228]
“For your information : The shape of shells to come” [Gal. 20/4(1962.iv) 77-84] <portrait with Earl H.
Buchanan>

* Shells and shooting

illus. (New York: Modern Age, 1942) 223pp.,21cm. light blue
boards, red lettering d-w
“Ships of strange design” [Science digest 30(1951.vii) 43-47]
<“Should the United States have an all-out program to reach the moon?” <lecture for Issues of the
day, University of Chicago Downtown Center (1957.xi.11)>> <not published?>
“For your information : Sic transit” [Gal. 11/4(1956.ii) 53-54]
“The Sirrush of the Ishtar gate” <also publ. as “The dragon of the Ishtar gate”> [Exotic
zoology...]
“For your information : The six-legged ghost” [Gal. 4/4(1952.viii) 79-81]
“For your information : Slow lightning” [Gal. 19/2(1960.xii) 62-69]; [For your information...]
“For your information : Slowpoke thought” [Gal. 6/2(1953.v) 90-91]
“ “ : Small bodies near heavy planets” [Gal. 7/5(1954.i) 89-94]
“ “ : The smallest ‘bomb’ ” [Gal. 9/2(1954.xi) 77-78]
“The solar system” s.v. “The mysteries of the solar system”
“For your information : The sound of the meteors” [Gal. 25/2(1966.xii) 90-98]; [Another look at
Atlantis...]
“ “ : Sounding rockets and geoprobes” [Gal. 21/5(1963.vi) 88-101]
“ “ : Southern Cross” [Gal. 8/6(1954.x) 61-64]

! “Foreword” and “Epilogue” [pp.[v]-vii and [347]-149 in Ari Shternfeld, ed. Soviet space
science illus. (New York: Basic Books, 1959) xxii,361pp.,24cm. red boards, blue/silver
lettering d-w
<review: [Space age 2/1(1959.xi) 56]>

! “Space” [(1965) 401-409,

(1966) [357]-368, (1967) 355-361, (1968) 394-397 in World
topics year book (Lake Bluff (Ill.): Tangley Oaks Educational Center, 1966- ]
“Space age chronology” [Information please almanac (1962-1965), (1967-1969)]
“Space down to earth” [Popular mechanics 109(1958.iii) 89 +]
“Space age news” [Information please almanac (1962-1963)]
“Space age news and chronology” [Information please almanac (1965)]
“Space age news; space age chronology [Information please almanac (1961)]
“Space age news: what happened and what will happen” [Information please almanac (1959)]

* “Space and rocket engineering” [pp.[235]-243 in Edward L. Throm, The boy engineer
illus. by Evelyn Urbanowich and Robert Pious (New York: Golden, 1959)] [iv]248pp. 25cm.
“Space pilots” s.v. Adventures in space
“Space prospectors” [Space world 1/6(1961.iii) 32-33, 52-55]
<“The space satellite -- and beyond” <lecture for National review forum (1957.x.31)>> <not
published?>

“Space stations” s.v. Adventures in space
“Space travel” s.v Adventures in space
“For your information : Space travel by 1960?” [Gal. 4/6(1952.ix) 90-94]
“Space war” [Amazing stories (1939.viii) 72]; [Coming attractions]
“For your information : The spaceship in the basement” [Gal. 15/2(1957.xii) 57-68] <with portraits
(with Hubertus Strughold and James G. Gaume)>

“ “ : The spaceship with steady acceleration” [Gal. 17/5(1959.v) 102-103]
“Spaceways : a newsletter” [Space world 2/2+(1962.i +) 31-34 at first, then later usually 11-14,
some at 9-11 <some have special titles, and are listed there>]
“Springboard to the universe” [Science digest 22(1947.vii)88-92]
<“Sputnik : how far behind is America?” <lecture for [Liberal forum of St. Louis (1957.xi.17)]> <not
published?>

“For your information : Square and circle” [Gal. 12/3(1956.vii) 46-53]

? Die Starfield Company : Roman (Berlin-Wilmersdorf: Fechner, 1929)
“The road to space travel : Station in space” [Startling stories (1949.vii) 73]
“A station in space” [Colliers, 1952.iii.22 30-31]; [“A station in space”]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts” 11/4
(1952.vii) 199 (item 184)]>

! “A station in space” [pp.98-117 in Cornelius Ryan, ed. Across the space frontier
by Wernher von Braun / Joseph Kaplan / Heinz Haber / Wily Ley / Oscar Schachter / Fred
L. Whipple ed. by Cornelius Ryan illus by Chesley Bonestell / Fred Freeman / Rolf
Klep [1st ed.] (New York: Crowell-Collier, 1952) xiv,147pp., 28cm. light green
boards, silver lettering d-w <expanded from the series “Man will conquer space soon” in
Col-

!

liers, with foreword by Sir Harold Spencer Jones]> Ciancone 200a
<review: [Gal. 5/5(1953.ii) 97-98]>
<mention: [Pacific Rocket Society bulletin 6/12(1953.xii.15) B4]>

<ad: [Astronautics 1/1(1954/fall) [23]]>

!

“ “ (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1952) xiv,147pp.,26cm. red boards, gold lettering
d-w

!
!
!

!

Ciancone 200b

“ “ (New York: Viking, 1952) [var.pag.],28cm. [sample pages: first page(s) of intro., capp.
2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (largely illus.)]
Dutch. tr. by J. de Groot [pp.59-77 in De Verovering van het wereldruim met 22
platen (Utrecht/Antwerpen: Prisma, 1960) 160pp.,18cm. paperback]
German. tr. by Heinz Gartmann [pp.63-77 in Start in den Weltraum : ein Buch u”ber
Raketen, Satelliten[,] und Raumfahrtzeuge mit Beitra”ge von Willy Ley Nachwort von
Heinz *Gartmann (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1958) 319[1]pp.,22cm. blue boards,
white lettering d-w <excerpts from Across the space frontier, The conquest of the moon, and
The exploration of Mars>]
Spanish. [pp.|||||| in La conquista del espacio |||| ]
“Stations in space” [Amazing stories (1940.ii) 122]
“Stations in space” [Colliers 129(1953.iii.22) 30-31]
“Stations in space” [Astounding science fiction yearbook (1970) 103-105]
“Stepping-stone to the stars” [Super science stories (1943.v) 92]
“The story of amber” [Natural history 41/5(1938.v) 351-357, 384]; [Illustrated library of the natural sciences]
“The story of European rocketry” [Astronautics no.32(1935.x) [5-9]]
“The story of glass” [Natural history 43/1(1939.i) 13-16, 52-54]
“The story of Gondwanaland” [The lungfish...]
“The story of the fish Anguilla” [Natural history 58/2(1949.ii) 82-85, 95-96]; [Dragons in amber...]; [Illustrated library of the natural sciences]; [Exotic zoology...] <abr. in Science
digest [26(1949.x) 85-89]>
“The story of the hippopotamus” [Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine 5/2(1943.vi) 53-55]
“The story of the Kraken” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]
“The story of the lodestone” [Natural history 42/3(1938.x) 201-207]
“The story of the Milu” [Natural history 58/8(1949.x) 374-377]; [Dragons in amber...]
“The story of the Waldrapp” [Nature magazine 31(1938.ii) 112-113]
“For your information : The strait named after Vitus Bering” [Gal. 19/5(1961.vi) 37-40]
“ “ : Strange planet next door” [Gal. 17/2(1958.xii) 53-65]; [For your information...]
“ “ : “ “ . German (“Wissenswertes : Der geheimnisvolle Planet” [Galaxis 10:86-97])
“The strangest myth of pseudo-science” <by W. L. and L. Sprague de Camp> [Science digest
32(1952.x) 80-83]
“Stronghold of the pandas” [Dragons in amber...]
<review of:> Richard Ettinghausen, Studies in Muslim iconography, I. The unicorn [Scientific
monthly 73/3(1951.iii) 198]
“For your information : The supersonic bot fly” [Gal. 4/5(1952.viii) 49-53]

? “Foreword”

[pp.|||||| in] Lawrency Maisak, Survival on the moon (New York: Mac-

millan, 1966) ||||||
“ “ : Symbolically speaking” [Gal. 23/4(1965.iv) 57-67]
“The tears of the Heliades” [Dragons in amber...]
“Terminal in space” [Fantasy (British) no.2(1939) 53]
“ ‘There were giants in those days’ ” [The lungfish...] <also published under title “ ‘...Giants in
those days...’ ”>
“They were dead---” [Astounding science fiction (1944.v) 103]
“ “ <addenda> [Astounding science fiction (1945.i) 146]
“For your information : Those clumsy steps” [Gal. 5/6(1953.iii) 72-73]

? [technical adviser to] Carey Rockwell, Tom Corbett, space cadet : danger in deep
space (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1952) tweed boards

? [technical adviser to] Carey Rockwell / Louis Glanzman, Tom Corbett, space cadet :
on the trail of space pirates (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1953)

? [technical adviser to] Carey Rockwell, Tom Corbett : stand by for Mars (New York:
Grosset & Dunlap, 1956) tweed boards
“For your information : Too much imagination” [Gal. 21/4(1963.iv) 125-133]; [For your information...]
“ “ : Top of the world” [Gal. 8/2(1954.v) 96-98]
“ ‘Torpedo!’ ” [Astounding science fiction (1944.vii) 113]
“The tortoise islands” [Exotic zoology...]
“For your information : Tracking down the ‘sea serpent’, part I ” [Gal. 13/2(1956.xii) 44-55]
“ “ : “ , part II“ [Gal. 13/3(1957.i) 87-97]
“Treasure-trove in space” [Science digest 42(1962.v) 41-47]
“The tree of death” [Salamanders...]
“For your information : Tribes of the dinosaurs” illus. by Olga Ley [Gal. 14/2(1957.vi) 61-73]; [For
your information...]
“For your information : The Trojan planets” [Gal. 7/2(1953.xi) 40-41]
“Try it on for size” [Science digest 17(1940.iv) 1-3]
“Twenty-foot miss” [Gal. 1(1950.xii) 86-92]
“Twinkle twinkle needlebeam” [Gal. 4/6(1952.ix) 96]
“The two-man Mercury capsule” [Space world 2/4(1962.iii) 11-14 <in the series “Spaceways : a
newsletter...”>]
“For your information : Two men and one bike” [Gal. 18/6(1960.viii) 71-72]
“ “ : The two Otto Hahns” [Gal. 25/4(1967.iv) 61-63]
“The two-thumbed ‘teddy bear’ ” [Natural history 57/7(1948.ix) 328-332]; [The lungfish... rev.
ed., 1948]
“A two-year look into space” [Rotarian 93(1958.x) 24-25 +]
“Tyrannosaurus was no killer” [Astounding science fiction (1943.iv) 81]
“The unbelievable platypus” [Science illustrated 3(1948.v) 28-31 +]

! “The unfinished story of Sol-X” [pp.[165]-182 in Adventures in discovery, ed. by Tom
Purdom (Garden City, (N.Y.): Doubleday, 1969) [p]182pp.,22 cm. black boards, silver
lettering d-w]
“For your information : An unknown reptile in West Texas” [Gal. 9/5(1955.ii) 77-79]
“ “ : Unveiling the mystery planet” [Gal. 10/6 (1955.x) 47-58]
“Urus, wisent, and bison” [part from Fauna : quarterly natural history magazine]; [The lungfish...]

! “Introduction” [pp.7-11 in Walter Dornberger, V-2 : [subtitle on cover: the Nazi rocket
Bal-

weapon] intro. by Willy Ley illus by James Cleugh / Geoffrey Halliday (New York:
lentine, 1954) 237pp.,18cm. paperback]
<review by Thomas S. Gardner: [Scientific monthly 1955.i.61-62]>
“V-2--rocket cargo ship” [Astounding science fiction (1945.v) 100]

? “V-2 rocket cargo ship” [pp.|||||| in Raymond Healy,ed. Famous science-fiction stories

(||||||) ||||||]
<review: [Gal. 9/5(1955.ii) 107-108]>
“For your information : The vanished elements” [Gal. 25/4(1966.iv) 58-61]
“The vanishing meteorites” [Super science stories (1942.xi) 119]
“The vegetable animals” [The lungfish..., rev. ed., 1948]; [Exotic zoology...]
“For your information : The velocity of a spaceship in orbit” [Gal. 17/1(1958.xi) 41-45]
“Landscapes of other worlds : Venus--world of mystery” [Amazing stories (1942.vi) 1767]

! De Verovering van het wereldruim

[Dutch versions of Across the space frontier and The
by Wernher von Braun and Willy Ley] met 22 platen tr. J. de Groot
(Utrecht/Antwerpen: Prisma, 1960) 160pp.,18cm paperback [incl. “A station in space”
Dutch.]
conquest of space

!

“Die Versuche auf dem Greenwood-See : Auszug aus dem Bericht des Herrn Willy Ley” [Das
neue Fahrzeug 3/3(1936.viii.1) 20-21 & 3/4 (1936.xii.31) 25-27]

! “Die Versuche des ‘Vereins f “ur Raumschiffahrt’ ” [pp. [119]-134 in Werner Br“ugel,
ed. M“anner der Rakete (Leipzig: Hachmeister & Thal, 1933) 144pp.,22cm.
low boards, blue lettering

yel-

! Visitors from afar : the comets

illus. with photos and with line drawings by the author (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1969) 144pp.,21cm. blue boards, silver lettering d-w
<review: [Sky and telescope 37(iv/69) 243-244]>

!
!
!
!

“Visitors from the void” [Astounding science fiction (1937.v) 91]
“Vom ersten Raketentier” [Die Rakete 4:21-23]
“Von Berlin ”uber England nach New York” [Das neue Fahrzeug 2/3(1935.v.30) 17-21]
“Von den drei Zeiten der Astronomie und von popula”ren Bu”cher” [Die Rakete 4:17-18(1929.v)]
“The Waldrapp of Switzerland” [Salamanders...]
“Walt Disney filmt Weltraumfahrt : ein Brief von Willy Ley aus Hollywood” [Weltraumfahrt
6/1(1955.ii) 8-11] <with portraits with Disney and von Braun>
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 14/3
(1955.v.-vi.) 176 (item 112)] under title ‘Walt Disney films space-flight [in German]’>
“Wanderers across the planet” [Dragons in amber...]
“Want a trip to the moon?” [Rotarian 74(1949.iv) 13 +]
“For your information : Wanted--dead or alive” [Gal. 12/1(1956.v) 43-55]
“War rockets” [Amazing stories (1940.v) 126]

! Watchers of the skies : an informal history of astronomy from Babylon to the space
!

age illus. (New York: Viking, 1963) quarter leather, gold lettering d-w
“ “ (New York: Viking, 1963) [2d printing 1964] xiii,528pp.,25cm. blue boards,
silver/red lettering d-w

!

“ “ illus. (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1963) xiii,528pp.,25cm. ||||||

!

“ “ “with a new foreword” illus. (New York: Viking, 1969) xiv,529pp.,20cm. (=A

<review: [Space world (iii/64) 44]>

!
!

Viking compass book) paperback
German. Die Himmelskunde : eine Geschichte der Astronomie von Babylon bis
zum Raumzeitalter tr. by Rudolf Ritscher illus. (Du”sseldorf/Wien: Econ, 1965)
614[2]pp.,23cm. orange boards, gold/black lettering d-w
Romanian. *Observatorii cerului : o istorie neobis,nuita- a astronomie de la Babilon
pi^na- la era cosmica- tr. by Victor Nadolschi illus. (Bucures,ti: Tineretului,

1968) 566[2]pp.,25cm. blue boards, silver/red lettering d-w
“For your information : Welcome to reality, C-T!” [Gal. 12/3(1956.vii) 43-46]
“Wissenswertes : Welten im Zusammenstoss” [Galaxis 4:41-45] <begins Vielleicht entsinnen
Sie sich...; (?)about ‘die ju“ngste Tag’>
!
“Wer unternahm der ersten Raketenflug?” [Das neue Fahrzeug no.3(1934.v.30) 19-20]
!
“Werden wir das Raumschiff erleben?” [Natur und Technik 6(1952.viii) 217-219]
<abstract: [Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “Astronautical abstracts”, 12/4
(1953.vii) 190 (item 171) under title ‘Shall we live to see the space-ship? (in
German)’]>
?
<“What can we expect to find on the moon?” [announced for publication in Minneapolis [morning]
tribune 3/8(1964.ix.28)]>
<“What do the I.G.Y. and the earth satellites mean to you?” [delivered at Industrial Management
Club of Bergen (N.J.) (1958.ii.18)><not published?> <also listed s.v. “Rockets during the IGY and
after”>>
“What does a rocket push against?” [Minneapolis [morning] tribune2/11(1963.xii.2) 16]
“What future for wind power?” <excerpt from Engineers dreams> [Science digest 36(1954.vii)
82-86]
“What is man seeking in outer space?” [New York Times ‘Youth forums’ (1957.xi.24)]
“What was the Glenn effect?” [Science digest 52/1(1962.vii) 4-10]
?
<“What will invaders from space look like?” [This week (1957.xi.10)] announced for publication: Victor
E. Dietel, “Other worlds” [Washington (D.C.) Star (1957.xi.24)]>
“What will space people look like?” [Science digest 43(1958.ii) 61-64]
“For your information : What’s only money?” [Gal. 18/4(1960.iv) 97-104]
“What do you know about dreams?” [Womans home companion 72(1945.vii) 35]
“What’s wrong with rockets?” [Amazing stories (1940.iii) 30]
“The wheels of Poseidon” [For your information...]
“When bullet strikes target” [Science digest 11(vi/42) 45-47]
!
“When the devil took the professor” / by Kurd Lasswitz, tr. by Willy Ley [Magazine of fantasy
and science fiction 4/1(1953.i) 52-62]
“When the mountain spoke” [Science digest 11(1942.v) 11-15]
“For your information : When will worlds collide” [Gal. 4/4(1952.vii) 75-79]

! “Where do we go from here? thoughts on some future horizons” [pp. 243-247 in Judith Merril, ed. S F : the year’s greatest science fiction and fantasy : third annual volume
(New York: Dell, 1958) 255[1]pp.,17cm. paperback]
?

“Where does space begin?” [Exploring the universe]
<“Where we stand in rocket race” [Family weekly magazine (Carbondale, Ill.)] announced to be published (1958.i.19) [Carbondale (Ill.) Southern Illinoisan 1958.i.14]>
“For your information : Who invented the crossbow?” [Gal. 25/3(1967.ii) 75-83]; [Another look at
Atlantis...]
“Who owns space?” [Rotarian 92(1958.vi) 110-113]
“For your information : Who’ll own the planets?” [Gal. 14/1(1957.v) 51-61]; [Another look at
Atlantis...]
“ “ : Why an elliptical orbit?” [Gal. 17/1(1958.xi) 45-48]
“Will the first man to man a space station rule the world?” [“Looking into space”]

! “Willy Ley segment” from Night beat (WABD TV, 7/2/57). (||||||, Rockhill
Recording, 1957[?]) one 12in. 33RPM LP disc, 2sides
Willy Ley’s Exotic zoology s.v. Exotic zoology
Willy Ley’s For your information : on earth and in the sky s.v. For your information...
“Witnesses of the past” [Astounding science fiction (1938.vi) 136]

“Wooden ships of the air” [Astounding science fiction (1944.x) 104]

! “A word to the reader (to be re-read after you have finished the story)” [pp.vii-x
in Jules Verne, Around the world in eighty days (New York: Scholastic
Book Services, 1964)] x,307pp.,16cm. paperback
“For your information : The world of 2052” [Gal. 5/1(1952.x) 81-86]
“The world beneath our feet” [Travel 86(1946.i) 14-19 +]

* Worlds of the past

illus. by Rudolph F. Zallinger (New York: Golden, 1971) 140,
[3]pp.,29cm. illus boards, black/yellow lettering

“For your information : The worst of all comets” [Gal. 26/1(1967.x) 96-105]
“ “ : The wreck of La Lutine” [Gal. 24/3(1966.ii) 63-72]; [Another look at Atlantis...]
“The written word” [Gal. (1969.i)]
“For your information : X-rays in space” [Gal. 16/6(1958.x) 53-56]
“ “ : The year on Mars” [Gal. 125(1956.ix) 71-75]
!

“Your life in 1977” [Man’s magazine [vol., year, pp. unknown]]; [Science fiction digest 1/1
(1954.<month unknown>) 121-127]

! “Your life in 1977” [pp.242-254 in Charles Nuetzel, ed. If this goes on (<no place>:
Book Company of America, 1964] 256[2]pp.,18cm. paperback

ABOUT WILLY LEY
(general works only, in chronological order)
[reviews and other mentions are to be found immediately following the relevant ed.
of the work mentioned; only those published withinLey’s lifetime
are considered to be appropriate for inclusion here]

!
!
!

portrait, with one-paragraph biography: [Die Rakete 2:126]
ads for three early W. L. books (Die Fahrt...; Die M”oglichkeit...; Mars der Kriegsplanet): [Die
Rakete 3:66]
to be editor/editorial-author: [Mitteilungen : Verein f“ur Raumschiffahrt (1932) [successor to Die Rakete; later title: Raketenflug : Mitteilungen des Raketenflugplatzes Berlin; and finally Das neue Fahrzeug, possibly demonstrating the effect of the Nazi ban on use of the wordRaketen]]

!
!
!
!

!

made fellow of the British Interplanetary Society: [Prelude (1934) 89]
to stay in U.S.A.: [Das neue Fahrzeug 2/2(1935.iv.30) 15]
biographical sketch: [Fantasy (British) no.2(1939) 92]
portrait: “Herr Willy Ley, New York”: [Weltraum no.1(1939.ix) 1]
portrait: [Thrilling wonder stories (1940.xi) 34]
portrait: [Time 44(1944.vii.31) 20]
“Romantic zoologist”: [Time (1948.x.4) 76 +]
portrait: [Saturday review of literature 18(1951.v.19) 18]
symposium coordinator of the Hayden Planetarium’s 1st annual symposium on space travel:
[R R S news [Reaction Research Society] no.56(1951.xi) 1]
listed as ‘science editor’ [Gal. 4/6(1952.ix)]
guest of honor at World Science Fiction Cnvention 1953 <cf. last entry (obit.)>
wins Hugo ‘excellence in fact’ award: [Academic index 1953]
congratulatory portrait on his 48th birthday: [Weltraumfahrt : Beitraege zur Weltraumforschung
und Astronautik 5/4(1954.i) [129]]
portraits, other mentions: [Astronautics 2/2(1955/summer)]

to be principal speaker at meeting of the New York section of the American Astronautical
Society: [Journal of Astronautics 2/2(1955/summer) 76-77] <see also “Emergence of the
idea of space travel”>
wins Hugo ‘feature writer’ award: “SF convention”: [Writers digest (Cincinnati, O.); Academic index 1956]
gives citation to H. Oberth for the award to the latter of the A A F Space Flight Award: [Journal
of astronautics 3/1(1956/spring) 23]
portraits, other mentions: [Astronautics 3/1(1956/spring)]
!
“Willy Ley slated for ‘the $64,000 question’!” [Fantasy-Times : the world of tomorrow today
12:263(1957.i[2d biweekly])]
“Fossils and myths” / Joseph Wood Krutch [New York Times 1957.iv.28]
lecture <title unknown> [Veisheathon (1957.v.16)]
“Willy Ley joins Fairleigh Dickinson [University]” [New York Herald Tribune (1957.vi.19)]
“Engineer’s dreams” / Henry Petroski [American scientist 85/[?](1997.vii.-viii) 310-313]
“Rocket expert declares U.S. had satellite ready years ago but project was abandoned” [Executive
Club (Chicago) news (1957.x.18) 1-8]
“We’ve slipped : scientist says Russia far ahead” [Pittsburgh (Pa.) Post-Gazette 1957.xi.5]
commencement speaker at Parks College (1957.xii.17) [Parks air news (1957.xii) 5]
“Willy Ley, rocket expert, to write <series of> articles for News” [Detroit (Mich.) News 1957.xii.22]
participant in Symposium on ‘space visitors’ [Civilian saucer intelligencer of New York (1958.
.ii.23)]
<broadside>: [technical adviser for] “All aboard for space [exposition at Abraham & Straus
Events
Center, Brooklyn (1958.ii.4.-15)]; special lectures by Mr. Willy Ley, Saturdays, February
8 and 15” <not published?> [New York Post (1958.ii.4) 25]; [New York Mirror (1958.ii.4)
B-2]; [Publishers weekly (1958.iv.7)]
<broadside>: [technical adviser for] “Adventure into Space : a comprehensive exposition of
rockets...” at Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago (1958.iii.6.-18): “Hiss-s-s--- Whoosh!
It’s blastoff in Loop” <not published?> [Chicago News (1958.iii.6)]
gives address at Columbia University: “Scholastic Press meets this week : 4,600 high school
editors
and advisors will gather at Columbia University...” [New York Times 1958.iii.9]
“Space study speeded by public opinion, Ley says” [Lancaster (Pa.) New era (1958.iv.18)]
“Those who believed” <on Oberth, Ley, et aliter> [Oregonian (1958.vi.8) 26]
portrait with Wernher von Braun, etc., on occasion of receiving honorary doctorate from Adelphi
College: [Weltraumfahrt : Zeitschrift fuer Astronautik und Raketentechnik 10/2(1959.v)
101]
to be ‘first night speaker’ at Amateur Rocketeers 1st [American] National Convention: [Amateur
rocketeer 1/3(1961.iv) 2] & later issues
portraits, etc., at Amateur Rocketeers Convention: [Amateur rocketeer 1/8(1961.x) 5] & later
issues
made honorary member of Moorehead State College Collegiate Academy Chapter of the
Minnesota
Academy of Science: 1963.ii.27
!
“The Willy Ley story” / by Sam Moskowitz [World of tomorrow 3/7(1966.v) 30-42]
named ‘science editor’: [Worlds of if : science fiction 10/6(1969.vii)]
“Historian of the space age” [Sky and telescope 38(1969.viii) 79]
obituary [New York Times (1969.vi.25) 47(col.1-3)]
“Credo : The first citizen of the moon” / by Lester del Rey <obituary>[Gal. 129/1(1969.ix) (???)]

